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EDITOR'S APOLOGY
and

DEDICATION

IN
order that there may be no misunderstanding

as to the why and the wherefore of this collec-

tion of tales it appears to me to be desirable that I

should at the outset state my reasons for acting as

the medium between the spirit of the late Baron

Munchausen and the reading public. In common

with a large number of other great men in history

Baron Munchausen has suffered because he is not

understood. I have observed with wondering sur-

prise the steady and constant growth of the idea

that Baron Munchausen was not a man of truth;

that his statements of fact were untrustworthy, and

that as a realist he had no standing whatsoever.

Just how this misconception of the man's character

ha$ arisen it would be difficult to say. Surely in

his published writings he shows that same lofty re-

solve to be true to life as he has seen it that charac-

terises the work of some of the high Apostles of

Realism, who are writing of the things that will
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EDITOR'S APOLOGY andDEDICATION

teach future generations how we of to-day ordered

our goings-on. The note of veracity in Baron Mun-

chausen's early literary venturings rings as clear

and as true certainly as the similar note in the

charming studies of Manx Realism that have come

to us of late years from the pen of Mr. Corridor

Walkingstick, of Gloomster Abbey and London. We
all remember the glow of satisfaction with which we

read Mr. Walkingstick's great story of the love of

the clergyman, John Stress, for the charming little

heroine, Glory Partridge. Here was something at

last that rang true. The picture was painted in the

boldest of colours, and, regardless of consequences

to himself, Mr. Walkingstick dared to be real when

he might have given rein to his imagination. Mr.

Walkingstick was, thereupon, lifted up by popular

favour to the level of an apostle nay, he even ad-

mitted the soft impeachment and now as a moral

teacher he is without a rival in the world of litera-

ture. Yet the same age that accepts this man as a

moral teacher, rejects Baron Munchausen, who, in

different manner perhaps, presented to the world

as true and life-like a picture of the conditions of
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his day as that given to us by Mr. Walkingstick in

his deservedly popular romance,
"
Episcopalians I

have Met" Of course, I do not claim that Baron

Hunchausen's stories in bulk or in specified in-

stances, have the literary vigour that is so marked

a quality of the latter-day writer, but the point I

do wish to urge is that to accept the one as a vera-

cious chronicler of his time and to reject the other

as one who indulges his pen in all sorts of grotesque

vagaries, without proper regard for the facts, is a

great injustice to the man of other times. The ques-

tion arises, why is this? Hoiv has this wrong upon

the worthy realist of the eighteenth century been

perpetrated? Is it an intentional or an unwitting

wrong? I prefer to believe that it is based upon

ignorance of the Baron's true quality, due to the

fact that his works are rarely to be found within

the reach of the public: in some cases, because of

the failure of librarians to comprehend his real mo-

tives, his narratives are excluded from Public and

Sunday-School libraries; and because of their ex-

treme age, they are not easily again brought into

vogue. I have, therefore, accepted the office of in-
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termediary between the Baron and the readers of

the present day, in order that his later work, which,

while it shows to a marked degree the decadence of

his literary powers, may yet serve to demonstrate

to the readers of my own time how favourably he

compares with some of the literary idols of to-day,

in the simple matter of fidelity to fact. If these

stories which follow shall serve to rehabilitate

Baron Munchausen as a lover and practitioner of

the arts of Truth, I shall not have made the sacri-

fice of my time in vain. If they fail of this purpose

I shall still have the satisfaction of knowing that I

have tried to render a service to an honest and de-

fenceless man.

Meanwhile I dedicate this volume, with senti-

ments of the highest regard, to that other great

realist

MR. CORRIDOR WALKINGSTICK

of

GLOOMSTER ABBEY

J. K. B.
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MR. MUNCHAUSEN

I ENCOUNTER THE OLD GENTLEMAN

THERE
are moments of supreme embarrass-

ment in the lives of persons given to veracity,

indeed it has been my own unusual experi-

ence in life that the truth well stuck to is twice as

hard a proposition as a lie so obvious that no one is

deceived by it at the outset. I cannot quite agree

with my friend, Caddy Barlow, who says that in a

tight place it is better to lie at once and be done

with it than to tell the truth which will need forty

more truths to explain it, but I must confess that in

my forty years of absolute and conscientious devo-

tion to truth I have found myself in holes far

deeper than any my most mendacious of friends

ever got into. I do not propose, however, to desert

at this late hour the Goddess I have always wor-

shipped because she leads me over a rough and

rocky road, and whatever may be the hardships

involved in my wooing I intend to the very end to
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MR. MUNCHAUSEN

remain the ever faithful slave of Mademoiselle

Veracite. All of which I state here in prefatory

mood, and in order, in so far as it is possible for me
to do so, to disarm the incredulous and sniffy reader

who may be inclined to doubt the truth of my story

of how the manuscript of the following pages came

into my possession. I am quite aware that to some

the tale will appear absolutely and intolerably im-

possible. I know that if any other than I told it

to me I should not believe it. Yet despite these

drawbacks the story is in all particulars, essential

and otherwise, absolutely truthful.

The facts are briefly these :

It was not, to begin with, a dark and dismal

evening. The snow was not falling silently, cloth-

ing a sad and gloomy world in a mantle of white,

and over the darkling moor a heavy mist was not

rising, as is so frequently the case. There was no

soul-stirring moaning of bitter winds through the

leafless boughs; so far as I was aware nothing

soughed within twenty miles of my bailiwick ;
and

my dog, lying before a blazing log fire in my li-

brary, did not give forth an occasional growl of ap-
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prehension, denoting the presence or approach of

an uncanny visitor from other and mysterious

realms : and for two good reasons. The first reason

is that it was midsummer when the thing hap-

pened, so that a blazing log fire in my library

would have been an extravagance as well as an

anachronism. The second is that I have no dog.

In fact there was nothing unusual, or uncanny in

the whole experience. It happened to be a bright

and somewhat too sunny July day, which is not an

unusual happening along the banks of the Hudson.

You could see the heat, and if anything had

soughed it could only have been the mercury in my
thermometer. This I must say clicked nervously

against the top of the glass tube and manifested an

extraordinary desire to climb higher than the

length of the tube permitted. Incidentally I may

add, even if it be not believed, that the heat was so

intense that the mercury actually did raise the

whole thermometer a foot and a half above the

mantel-shelf, and for two mortal hours, from mid-

day until two by the Monastery Clock, held it sus-

pended there in mid-air with no visible means of
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support. Not a breath of air was stirring, and

the only sounds heard were the expanding creaks of

the beams of my house, which upon that particular

day increased eight feet in width and assumed a

height which made it appear to be a three instead

of a two story dwelling. There was little work

doing in the house. The children played about in

their bathing suits, and the only other active

factor in my life of the moment was our hired man
who was kept busy in the cellar pouring water on

the furnace coal to keep it from spontaneously

combusting.

We had just had luncheon, burning our^ throats

with the iced tea and with considerable discomfort

swallowing the simmering cold roast filet, which

we had to eat hastily before the heat of the day

transformed it into smoked beef. My youngest boy

Willie perspired so copiously that we seriously

thought of sending for a plumber to solder up his

pores, and as for myself who have spent three sum-

mers of my life in the desert of Sahara in order to

rid myself of nervous chills to which I was once

unhappily subject, for the first time in my life I was
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impelled to admit that it was intolerably warm.

And then the telephone bell rang.

"Great Scott!" I cried, "Who in thunder do

you suppose wants to play golf on a day like this? "

for nowadays our telephone is used for no other

purpose than the making or the breaking of golf

engagements.
"
Me," cried my eldest son, whose grammar is

not as yet on a par with his activity.
"

I'll go."

The boy shot out of the dining room and ran to

the telephone, returning in a few moments with the

statement that a gentleman with a husky voice

whose name was none of his business wished to

speak with me on a matter of some importance to

myself.

I was loath to go. My friends the book agents

had recently acquired the habit of approaching

me over the telephone, and I feared that here was

another nefarious attempt to foist a thirty-eight

volume tabloid edition of The World's Worst Lit-

erature upon me. Nevertheless I wisely deter-

mined to respond.
"
Hello," I said, placing my lips against the rub-
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ber cup.
" Hello there, who wants 91162 Nep-

perhan?
"

" Is that you?
" came the answering question,

and, as my boy had indicated, in a voice whose chief

quality was huskiness.

" I guess so," I replied facetiously ;

" It was this

morning, but the heat has affected me somewhat,

and I don't feel as much like myself as I might.

What can I do for you?
"

"
Nothing, but you can do a lot for yourself," was

the astonishing answer. "
Pretty hot for literary

work, isn't it? " the voice added sympathetically.
"
Very," said I.

" Fact is I can't seem to do

anything these days but perspire."
" That's what I thought ;

and when you can't

work ruin stares you in the face, eh? Now I have

a manuscript
" Oh Lord !

" I cried.
" Don't. There are mil-

lions in the same fix. Even my cook writes."

" Don't know about that," he returned instantly.
" But I do know that there's millions in my manu-

script. And you can have it for the asking. How's

that for an offer?"
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"
Very kind, thank you," said I.

" What's the

nature of your story?
"

"
It's extremely good-natured," he answered

promptly.

I laughed. The twist amused me.

" That isn't what I meant exactly," said I,

"
though it has some bearing on the situation. Is

it a Henry James dandy, or does it bear the mark

of Caine? Is it realism or fiction? "

"
Realism," said he.

" Fiction isn't in iny line."

"
Well, I'll tell you," I replied ;

"
you send it to

me by post and I'll look it over. If I can use it I

will."

" Can't do it," said he. " There isn't any post-

office where I am."

"What?" I cried. "No post-office? Where in

Hades are you?"
"
Gehenna," he answered briefly.

" The trans-

portation between your country and mine is all one

way," he added. " If it wasn't the population

here would diminish."

" Then how the deuce am I to get hold of your

stuff?" I demanded.
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" That's easy. Send your stenographer to the

'phone and I'll dictate it," he answered.

The novelty of the situation appealed to me.

Even if my new found acquaintance were some

funny person nearer at hand than Gehenna trying

to play a practical joke upon me, still it might be

worth while to get hold of the story he had to tell.

Hence I agreed to his proposal.
" All right, sir," said I.

"
I'll do it. I'll have him

here to-morrow morning at nine o'clock sharp.

What's your number? I'll ring you up."
" Never mind that," he replied.

" I'm merely a

tapster on your wires. I'll ring you up as soon as

I've had breakfast and then we can get to work."
"
Very good," said I.

" And may I ask your

name? "

"
Certainly," he answered. " I'm Munchausen."

" What? The Baron? "
I roared, delighted.

" Well I used to be Baron," he returned with a

tinge of sadness in his voice,
" but here in Gehenna

we are all on an equal footing. I'm plain Mr. Mun-

chausen of Hades now. But that's a detail. Don't

forget. Nine o'clock. Good-bye."
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" Wait a moment, Baron," I cried. " How about

the royalties on this book? "

"
Keep 'em for yourself," he replied.

" We have

money to burn over here. You are welcome to all

the earthly rights of the book. I'm satisfied with

the returns on the Asbestos Edition, already in its

468th thousand. Good-bye."

There was a rattle as of the hanging up of the

receiver, a short sharp click and a ring, and I

realised that he had gone.

The next morning in response to a telegraphic

summons my stenographer arrived and when I ex-

plained the situation to him he was incredulous,

but orders were orders and he remained. I could

see, however, that as nine o'clock approached he

grew visibly nervous, wThich indicated that he half

believed me anyhow, and when at nine to the second

the sharp ring of the 'phone fell upon our ears he

jumped as if he had been shot
"
Hello," said I again.

" That you, Baron? "

" The same," the voice replied.
"
Stenographer

ready?
"

"
Yes," said I.

11
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The stenographer walked to the desk, placed the

receiver at his ear, and with trembling voice an-

nounced his presence. There was a response of some

kind, and then more calmly he remarked,
" Fire ahead, Mr. Munchausen," and began to

write rapidly in short-hand.

Two days later he handed me a type-written copy

of the following stories. The reader will observe

that they are in the form of interviews, and it

should be stated here that they appeared originally

in the columns of the Sunday edition of the Gehenna

Gazette, a publication of Hades which circulates

wholly among the best people of that country, and

which, if report saith truly, would not print a line

which could not be placed in the hands of children,

and to whose columns such writers as Chaucer,

Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Jonah and Ananias are

frequent contributors.

Indeed, on the statement of Mr. Munchausen, all

the interviews herein set forth were between him-

self as the principal and the Hon. Henry B.

Ananias as reporter, or were scrupulously edited

by the latter before being published.
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THE SPORTING TOUR OF MR. MUNCHAUSEN

OOD morning, Mr. Munchausen," said the

interviewer of the Gehenna Gazette enter-

ing the apartment of the famous traveller at the

Hotel Deville, where the late Baron had just ar-

rived from his sporting tour in the Blue Hills of

Cimmeria and elsewhere.

" The interests of truth, my dear Ananias,"

replied the Baron, grasping me cordially by the

hand,
"
require that I should state it as my opinion

that it is not a good morning. In fact, my good

friend, it is a very bad morning. Can you not see

that it is raining cats and dogs without? "

"
Sir," said I with a bow,

" I accept the spirit of

your correction but not the letter. It is raining

indeed, sir, as you suggest, but having passed

through it myself on my way hither I can person-

ally testify that it is raining rain, and not a single

cat or canine has, to my knowledge, as yet fallen

from the clouds to the parched earth, although I am
13
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informed that down upon the coast an elephant

and three cows have fallen upon one of the summer

hotels and irreparably damaged the roof."

Mr. Munchausen laughed.
" It is curious, Ananias," said he,

" what stick-

lers for the truth you and I have become/'
" It is indeed, Munchausen," I returned. " The

effects of this climate are working wonders upon
us. And it is just as well. You and I are out-

classed by these twentieth century prevaricators

concerning whom late arrivals from the upper

world tell such strange things. They tell me that

lying has become a business and is no longer ranked

among the Arts or Professions."

" Ah me !

"
sighed the Baron with a retrospective

look in his eye,
"
lying isn't what it used to be,

Ananias, in your days and mine. I fear it has be-

come one of the lost arts."

" I have noticed it myself,my friend, and only last

night I observed the same thing to my well beloved

Sapphira, who was lamenting the transparency

of the modern lie, and said that lying to-day is no

better than the truth. In our day a prevarication
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had all of the opaque beauty of an opalescent bit of

glass, whereas to-day in the majority of cases it is

like a great vulgar plate-glass window, through

which we can plainly see the ugly truths that lie be-

hind. But, sir, I am here to secure from you not

a treatise upon the lost art of lying, but some idea

of the results of your sporting tour. You fished,

and hunted, and golfed, and doubtless did other

things. You, of course, had luck and made the

greatest catch of the season; shot all the game in

sight, and won every silver, gold and pewter golf

mug in all creation? "

" You speak truly, Ananias," returned Mr. Mun-

chausen. " My luck ivas wonderful even for one

who has been so singularly fortunate as I. I took

three tons of speckled beauties with one cast of an

ordinary horse whip in the Blue Hills, and with

nothing but a silken line and a minnow hook landed

upon the deck of my steam yacht a whale of most

tremendous proportions ;
I shot game of every kind

in great abundance and in my golf there was none

to whom I could not give with ease seven holes in

every nine and beat him out."

15
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" Seven? " said I, failing to see how the ex-Baron

could be right
"
Seven/' said he complacently.

" Seven on the

first, and seven on the second nine; fourteen in all

of the eighteen holes."

"
But," I cried,

" I do not see how that could be,

With fourteen holes out of the eighteen given to

your opponent even if you won all the rest you still

would be ten down."
"
True, by ordinary methods of calculation," re-

turned the Baron,
" but I got them back on a tech-

nicality, which I claim is a new and valuable dis-

covery in the game. You see it is impossible to

play more than one hole at a time, and I invariably

proved to the Greens Committee that in taking

fourteen holes at once my opponent violated the

physical possibilities of the situation. In every case

the point was accepted as well taken, for if we

allow golfers to rise above physical possibilities the

game is gone. The integrity of the Card is the

soul of Golf," he added sententiously.
" Tell me of the whale," said I, simply.

" You

landed a whale of large proportions on the deck

16
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of your yacht with a simple silken line and a

minnow hook."

" Well it's a tough story," the Baron replied,

handing me a cigar.
" But it is true, Ananias, true

to the last word. I was fishing for eels. Sitting on

the deck of The Lyre one very warm afternoon in

the early stages of my trip, I baited a minnow hook

and dropped it overboard. It was the roughest

day at sea I had ever encountered. The waves were

mountain high, and it is the sad fact that one of our

crew seated in the main-top was drowned with the

spray of the dashing billows. Fortunately for my-

self, directly behind my deck chair, to which I was

securely lashed, was a powerful electric fan which

blew the spray away from me, else I too might have

suffered the same horrid fate. Suddenly there

came a tug on my line. I was half asleep at the

time and let the line pay out involuntarily, but I

was wide-awake enough to know that something

larger than an eel had taken hold of the hook. I

had hooked either a Leviathan or a derelict. Cau-

tion and patience, the chief attributes of a good

angler were required I hauled the line in until it

17
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was taut. There were a thousand yards of it out,

and when it reached the point of tensity, I gave

orders to the engineers to steam closer to the object

at the other end. We steamed in five hundred

yards, I meanwhile hauling in my line. Then came

another tug and I let out ten yards.
' Steam

closer/ said I.
' Three hundred yards sou sou-

west by nor'-east.' The yacht obeyed on the in-

stant. I called the Captain and let him feel the

line.
* What do you think it is? ' said I. He pulled

a half dozen times. ' Feels like a snag/ he said,

' but seein' as there ain't no snags out here, I think

it must be a fish.'
' What kind? ' I asked. I could

not but agree that he was better acquainted with

the sea and its denizens than I.
'

Well/ he replied,

'
it is either a sea serpent or a whale.' At the mere

mention of the word whale I was alert. I have al-

ways wanted to kill a whale. '

Captain/ said I,

' can't you tie an anchor onto a hawser, and bait

the flukes with a boa constrictor and make sure of

him? ' He looked at me contemptuously.
' Whales

eats fish/ said he,
' and they don't bite at no

anchors. Whales has brains, whales has.'
' What
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shall we do?' I asked. * Steam closer,' said the

Captain, and we did so."

Munchausen took a long breath and for the mo-

ment was silent.

"Well?" said I.

"
Well, Ananias," said he. " We resolved to

wait. As the Captain said to me,
' Fishin' is

waitin'.' So we waited. * Coax him along,' said

the Captain.
' How can we do it? ' I asked. ' By

kindness/ said he. ' Treat him gently, persuasive-

like and he'll come.' We waited four days and

nobody moved and I grew weary of coaxing.
' We've

got to do something,' said I to the Captain.
*

Yes,'

said he,
' Let's make him move. He doesn't seem to

respond to kindness.' ' But how? ' I cried.
' Give

him an electric shock,' said the Captain.
i

Telegraph

him his mother's sick and may be it'll move him.'

' Can't you get closer to him? ' I demanded, resent-

ing his facetious manner. * I can, but it will

scare him off,' replied the Captain. So we turned

all our batteries on the sea. The dynamo shot

forth its bolts and along about four o'clock in the

afternoon there was the whale drawn by magnetic

19
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influence to the side of The Lyre. He was a beauty,

Ananias," Munchausen added with enthusiasm.
" You never saw such a whale. His back was

as broad as the deck of an ocean steamer and in his

length he exceeded the dimensions of The Lyre by

sixty feet."

" And still you got him on deck? " I asked, I,

Ananias, who can stand something in the way of an

exaggeration.

"Yes," said Munchausen, lighting his cigar,

which had gone out. " Another storm came up and

we rolled and rolled and rolled, until I thought The

Lyre was going to capsize."
" But weren't you sea-sick? " I asked.

" Didn't have a chance to be," said Munchausen.
" I was thinking of the whale all the time. Finally

there came a roll in which we went completely un-

der, and with a slight pulling on the line the

whale was landed by the force of the wave and laid

squarely upon the deck."

" Great Sapphira !

" said I.
" But you just said

he was wider and longer than the yacht!
"

" He was," sighed Munchausen. " He landed on
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the deck and by sheer force of his weight the yacht

went down under him. I swam ashore and the

whole crew with me. The next day Mr. Whale

floated in strangled. He'd swallowed the thousand

yards of line and it got so tangled in his tonsils

that it choked him to death. Come around next

week and I'll give you a couple of pounds of whale-

bone for Mrs. Ananias, and all the oil you can

carry."

I thanked the old gentleman for his kind offer

and promised to avail myself of it, although as a

newspaper man it is against my principles to ac-

cept gifts from public men.
" It was great luck, Baron/' said I.

" Or at least

it would have been if you hadn't lost your yacht."
" That was great luck too," he observed noncha-

lantly.
" It cost me ten thousand dollars a month

keeping that yacht in commission. Now she's gone

I save all that. Why it's like finding money in the

street, Ananias. She wasn't worth more than fifty

thousand dollars, and in six months I'll be ten

thousand ahead."

I could not but admire the cheerful philosophy
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of the man, but then I was not surprised. Mun-

chausen was never the sort of man to let little

things worry him.

" But that whale business wasn't a circumstance

to my catch of three tons of trout with a single cast

of a horse-whip in the Blue Hills," said the Baron

after a few moments of meditation, during which I

could see that he was carefully marshalling his

facts.

" I never heard of its equal," said I.
" You must

have used a derrick."

"
No," he replied suavely.

"
Nothing of the sort.

It was the simplest thing in the world. It was

along about five o'clock in the afternoon when with

iny three guides and my valet I drove up the wind-

ing roadway of Great Sulphur Mountain on my
way to the Blue Mountain House where I purposed

io put up for a few days. I had one of those big

mountain wagons with a covered top to it such as

the pioneers used on the American plains, with six

fine horses to the fore. I held the reins myself,

since we were in the midst of a terrific thunder-

storm and I felt safer when I did my own driving.
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All the flaps of the leathern cover were let down

at the sides and at the back, and were securely

fastened. The roads were unusually heavy, and

when we came to the last great hill before the lake

all but I were walking, as a measure of relief to the

horses. Suddenly one of the horses balked right in

the middle of the ascent, and in a moment of im-

patience I gave him a stinging flick with my whip,

when like a whirlwind the whole six swerved to

one side and started on a dead run upward. The

jolt and the unexpected swerving of the wagon
threw me from my seat and I landed clear of the

wheels in the soft mud of the roadway, fortunately

without injury. When I arose the team was out of

sight and we had to walk the remainder of the dis-

tance to the hotel. Imagine our surprise upon ar-

riving there to find the six panting steeds and the

wagon standing before the main entrance to the

hotel dripping as though they had been through

the Falls of Niagara, and, would you believe it,

Ananias, inside that leather cover of the wagon,

packed as tightly as sardines, were no less than

three thousand trout, not one of them weighing
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less than a pound and some of them getting as high

as four. The whole catch weighed a trifle over six

thousand pounds."
" Great Heavens, Baron," I cried. " Where the

dickens did they come from? "

"That's what I asked myself," said the Baron

easily.
" It seemed astounding at first glance, but

investigation showed it after all to be a very simple

proposition. The runaways after reaching the top

of the hill turned to the left, and clattered on down

toward the bridge over the inlet to the lake. The

bridge broke beneath their weight and the horses

soon found themselves struggling in the water. The

harness was strong and the wagon never left them.

They had to swim for it, and I am told by a small

boy who was fishing on the lake at the time that

they swam directly across it, pulling the wagon
after them. Naturally with its open front and

confined back and sides the wagon acted as a sort

of drag-net and when the opposite shore was

gained, and the wagon was pulled ashore, it was

found to have gathered in all the fish that could

not get out of the way."
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The Baron resumed his cigar, and I sat still eye-

ing the ample pattern of the drawing-room carpet.

"Pretty good catch for an afternoon, eh?" he

said in a minute.

"
Yes," said I.

" Almost too good, Baron. Those

horses must have swam like the dickens to get over

so quickly. You would think the trout would have

had time to escape."
" Oh I presume one or two of them did," said

Munchausen. " But the majority of them couldn't.

The horses were all fast, record-breakers anyhow.

I never hire a horse that isn't."

And with that I left the old gentleman and

walked blushing back to the office. I don't doubt

for an instant the truth of the Baron's story, but

somehow or other I feel that in writing it my repu-

tation is in some measure at stake.
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Mr. Munchausen, upon request of the Editor of the Gehenna
Gazette to write a few stories of adventure for his Imp's page, conducted

by Sapphira, contributed the tales which form the substance of several of

the following chapters.

Ill

THREE MONTHS IN A BALLOON

ME.
MUNCHAUSEN was not handsome, but

the Imps liked him very much, he was so

full of wonderful reminiscences, and was always

willing to tell anybody that would listen, all about

himself. To the Heavenly Twins he was the great-

est hero that had ever lived. Napoleon Bonaparte,

on Mr. Munchausen's own authority, was not half

the wrarrior that he, the late Baron had been, nor

was Caesar in his palmiest days, one-quarter so wise

or so brave. How old the Baron was no one ever

knew, but he had certainly lived long enough to

travel the world over, and stare every kind of death

squarely in the face without flinching. He had

fought Zulus, Indians, tigers, elephants in fact,

everything that fights, the Baron had encountered,

and in every contest he had come out victorious.

He was the only man the children had ever seen that

had lost three legs in battle and then had recov-
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ered them after the fight was over
;
he was the only

visitor to their house that had been lost in the Afri-

can jungle and wandered about for three months

without food or shelter, and best of all he was, on

his own confession, the most truthful narrator of

extraordinary tales living. The youngsters had to

ask the Baron a question only, any one, it mattered

not what it was to start him off on a story of

adventure, and as he called upon the Twins' father

once a month regularly, the children were not long

in getting together a collection of tales beside

which the most exciting episodes in history paled

into insignificant commonplaces.
" Uncle Munch," said the Twins one day, as they

climbed up into the visitor's lap and disarranged

his necktie,
" was you ever up in a balloon? "

"
Only once," said the Baron calmly.

" But I

had enough of it that time to last me for a life-

time."

" Was you in it for long?
"

queried the Twins,

taking the Baron's watch out of his pocket and

flinging it at Cerberus, who was barking outside of

the window.
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"Well, it seemed long enough," the Baron an-

swered, putting his pocket-book in the inside pocket

of his vest where the Twins could not reach it.

" Three months off in the country sleeping all

day long and playing tricks all night seems a very

short time, but three months in a balloon and the

constant centre of attack from every source is too

long for comfort."

" Were you up in the air for three whole

months? " asked the Twins, their eyes wide open

with astonishment.

" All but two days," said the Baron. " For two

of those days we rested in the top of a tree in

India. The way of it was this: I was always, as

you know, a great favourite with the Emperor

Napoleon, of France, and when he found himself

involved in a war with all Europe, he replied to

one of his courtiers who warned him that his army
was not in condition :

'

Any army is prepared for

war whose commander-in-chief numbers Baron

Munchausen among his advisers. Let me have

Munchausen at my right hand and I will fight the

world.' So they sent for me and as I was not very
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busy I concluded to go and assist the French, al-

though the allies and I were also very good friends.

I reasoned it out this way : In this fight the allies

are the stronger. They do not need me. Napoleon

does. Fight for the weak, Munchausen, I said to

myself, and so I went. Of course, when I reached

Paris I went at once to the Emperor's palace and

remained at his side until he took the field, after

which I remained behind for a few days to put

things to rights for the Imperial family. Unfortu-

nately for the French, the King of Prussia heard of

my delay in going to the front, and he sent word to

his forces to intercept me on my way to join Napo-

leon at all hazards, and this they tried to do. When
I was within ten miles of the Emperor's head-

quarters, I was stopped by the Prussians, and had

it not been that I had provided myself with a bal-

loon for just such an emergency, I should have been

captured and confined in the King's palace at Ber-

lin, until the war was over.

"
Foreseeing all this, I had brought with me a

large balloon packed away in a secret section of my
trunk, and while my body-guard was fighting with
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the Prussian troops sent to capture me, I and iny

valet inflated the balloon, jumped into the car and

were soon high up out of the enemy's reach. They
fired several shots at us, and one of them would

have pierced the balloon had I not, by a rare good

shot, fired my own rifle at the bullet, and hitting it

squarely in the middle, as is my custom, diverted it

from its course, and so saved our lives.

" It had been my intention to sail directly over

the heads of the attacking party and drop down into

Napoleon's camp the next morning, but unfortu-

nately for my calculations, a heavy wind came up in

the night and the balloon was caught by a northerly

blast, and blown into Africa, where, poised in the

air directly over the desert of Sahara, we encoun-

tered a dead calm, which kept us stalled up for two

miserable weeks."

" Why didn't you come down? " asked the Twins,
" wasn't the elevator running?

"

" We didn't dare," explained the Baron, ignoring

the latter part of the question.
" If we had we'd

have wasted a great deal of our gas, and our condi-

tion would have been worse than ever. As I told
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you we were directly over the centre of the desert.

There was no way of getting out of it except by long

and wearisome marches over the hot, burning sands

with the chances largely in favour of our never get-

ting out alive. The only thing to do was to stay

just where we were and wait for a favouring

breeze. This we did, having to wait four mortal

weeks before the air was stirred."

" You said two weeks a minute ago, Uncle

Munch," said the Twins critically.

" Two? Hem ! Well, yes it was two, now that I

think of it. It's a natural mistake," said the Baron

stroking his mustache a little nervously.
" You

see two weeks in a balloon over a vast desert of

sand, with nothing to do but whistle for a breeze, is

equal to four weeks anywhere else. That is, it seems

so. Anyhow, two weeks or four, whichever it was,

the breeze came finally, and along about midnight

left us stranded again directly over an Arab en-

campment near Wady Haifa. It was a more peril-

ous position really, than the first, because the mo-

ment the Arabs caught sight of us they began to

make frantic efforts to get us down. At first we
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simply laughed them to scorn and made faces at

them, because as far as we could see, we were safely

out of reach. This enraged them and they appar-

ently made up their minds to kill us if they could.

At first their idea was to get us down alive and sell

us as slaves, but our jeers changed all that, and

what should they do but whip out a lot of guns and

begin to pepper us.

" '
I'll settle them in a minute,' I said to myself,

and set about loading my own gun. Would you
believe it, I found that my last bullet was the one

with which I had saved the balloon from the Prus-

sian shot? "

"
Mercy, how careless of you, Uncle Munch !

"

said one of the Twins. " What did you do? "

" I threw out a bag of sand ballast so that the

balloon would rise just out of range of their guns,

and then, as their bullets got to their highest point

and began to drop back, I reached out and caught

them in a dipper. Rather neat idea, eh? With

these I loaded my own rifle and shot every one

of the hostile party with their own ammunition,

and when the last of the attacking Arabs dropped
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I found there were enough bullets left to fill the

empty sand bag again, so that the lost ballast

was not missed. In fact, there were enough of

them in weight to bring the balloon down so

near to the earth that our anchor rope dangled

directly over the encampment, so that my valet and

I, without wasting any of our gas, could climb

down and secure all the magnificent treasures in

rugs and silks and rare jewels these robbers of the

desert had managed to get together in the course of

their depredations. When these were placed in the

car another breeze came up, and for the rest of the

time we drifted idly about in the heavens waiting

for a convenient place to land. In this manner we

were blown hither and yon for three months over

land and sea, and finally we were wrecked upon a

tall tree in India, whence we escaped by means of a

convenient elephant that happened to come our

way, upon which we rode triumphantly into Cal-

cutta. The treasures we had secured from the

Arabs, unfortunately, we had to leave behind us in

the tree, where I suppose they still are. I hope

some day to go back and find them."
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Here Mr. Munchausen paused for a moment to

catch his breath. Then he added with a sigh.
" Of

course, I went back to France immediately, but by
the time I reached Paris the war was over, and the

Emperor was in exile. I was too late to save him

though I think if he had lived some sixty or seventy

years longer I should have managed to restore his

throne, and Imperial splendour to him."

The Twins gazed into the fire in silence for a

minute or two. Then one of them asked :

" But what did you live on all that time, Uncle

Munch? "

"
Eggs," said the Baron. "

Eggs and occasion-

ally fish. My servant had had the foresight when

getting the balloon ready to include, among the

things put into the car, a small coop in which were

six pet chickens I owned, and without which I

never went anywhere. These laid enough eggs

every day to keep us alive. The fish we caught

when our balloon stood over the sea, baiting our

anchor with pieces of rubber gas pipe used to inflate

the balloon, and which looked very much like

worms."



" As their bullets got to their highest poii
and began to drop back, 1 reached out ax

caught them."
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" But the chickens? " said the Twins. " What

did they live on?"

The Baron blushed.

" I am sorry you asked that question," he said,

his voice trembling somewhat. " But I'll answer it

if you promise never to tell anyone. It was the

only time in my life that I ever practised an inten-

tional deception upon any living thing, and I

have always regretted it, although our very lives

depended upon it."

" What was it, Uncle Munch? " asked the Twins,

awed to think that the old warrior had ever de-

ceived anyone.
" I took the egg shells and ground them into

powder, and fed them to the chickens. The poor

creatures supposed it was corn-meal they were get-

ting," confessed the Baron. " I know it was mean,

but what could I do? "

"Nothing," said the Twins softly. "And we

don't think it was so bad of you after all. Many
another person would have kept them laying eggs

until they starved, and then he'd have killed them

and eaten them up. You let them live."
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" That may be so," said the Baron, with a smile

that showed how relieved his conscience was by the

Twins' suggestion. "But I couldn't do that you

know, because they were pets. I had been brought

up from childhood with those chickens."

Then the Twins, jamming the Baron's hat down

over his eyes, climbed down from his lap and went

to their play, strongly of the opinion that, though a

bold warrior, the Baron was a singularly kind,

soft-hearted man after all.
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IV

SOME HUNTING STORIES FOR CHILDREN

THE
Heavenly Twins had been off in the moun-

tains during their summer holiday, and in con-

sequence had seen very little of their good old

friend, Mr. Munchausen. He had written them

once or twice, and they had found his letters most

interesting, especially that one in which he told

how he had killed a moose up in Maine with his

Waterbury watch spring, and I do not wonder that

they marvelled at that, for it was one of the most ex-

traordinary happenings in the annals of the chase.

It seems, if his story is to be believed, and I am sure

that none of us who know him has ever had any
reason to think that he would deceive intentionally ;

it seems, I say, that he had gone to Maine for a

week's sport with an old army acquaintance of his,

who had now become a guide in that region. Unfor-

tunately his rifle, of which he was very fond, and

with which his aim was unerring, was in some man-

ner mislaid on the way, and when they arrived in the

woods they were utterly without weapons ;
but Mr.
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Munchausen was not the man to be daunted by any

such trifle as that, particularly while his friend had

an old army musket, a relic of the war, stored away
in the attic of his woodland domicile.

" Th' only trouble with that ar musket," said the

old guide,
" ain't so much that she won't shoot

straight, nor that she's got a kick onto her like an

unbroke mule. What I'm most afeard 'on about

your shootin' with her ain't that I think she'll bust

neither, for the fact is we ain't got nothin' for to

bust her with, seein' as how ammynition is skeerce.

I got powder, an' I got waddin', but I ain't got no

shot."

" That doesn't make any difference," the Baron

replied.
" We can make the shot. Have you got

any plumbing in the camp? If you have, rip it out,

and I'll melt up a water-pipe into bullets."

"
No, sir," retorted the old man. " Plumbin' is

one of the things I came here to escape from."

"
Then," said the Baron,

"
I'll use my watch for

ammunition. It is only a three-dollar watch and I

can spare it."

With this determination, Mr. Munchausen took
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his watch to pieces, an ordinary time-piece of the

old-fashioned kind, and, to make a long story short,

shot for several days with the component parts of

that useful affair rammed down into the barrel of

the old musket. With the stem-winding ball he

killed an eagle; with pieces of the back cover

chopped up to a fineness of medium-sized shot he

brought down several other birds, but the great feat

of all was when he started for moose with nothing

but the watch-spring in the barrel of the gun. Hav-

ing rolled it up as tight as he could, fastened it with

a piece of twine, and rammed it well into the gun, he

set out to find the noble animal upon whose life he

had designs. After stalking the woods for several

hours, he came upon the tracks which told him that

his prey was not far off, and in a short while he

caught sight of a magnificent creature, his huge

antlers held proudly up and his great eyes full of

defiance.

For a moment the Baron hesitated. The idea of

destroying so beautiful an animal seemed to be ab-

horrent to his nature, which, warrior-like as he is,

has something of the tenderness of a woman about
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it. A second glance at the superb creature, how-

ever, changed all that, for the Baron then saw that

to shoot to kill was necessary, for the beast was

about to force a fight in which the hunter himself

would be put upon the defensive.

" I won't shoot you through the head, my

beauty," he said, softly,
" nor will I puncture your

beautiful coat with this load of mine, but I'll kill

you in a new way."

With this he pulled the trigger. The powder ex-

ploded, the string binding the long black spring

into a coil broke, and immediately the strip of steel

shot forth into the air, made directly toward the

neck of the rushing moose, and coiling its whole

sinuous length tightly about the doomed creature's

throat strangled him to death.

As the Twins' father said, a feat of that kind en-

titled the Baron to a high place in fiction at least,

if not in history itself. The Twins were very much

wrought up over the incident, particularly, when

one too-smart small imp who was spending the

summer at the same hotel where they were said

that he didn't believe it, but he was an imp who
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had never seen a cheap watch, so how should he

know anything about what could be done with a

spring that cannot be wound up by a great strong

man in less than ten minutes?

As for the Baron he was very modest about the

achievement, for when he first appeared at the

Twins' home after their return he had actually for-

gotten all about it, and, in fact, could not recall

the incident at all, until Diavolo brought him his

own letter, when, of course, the whole matter came

back to him.

" It wasn't so very wonderful, anyhow," said the

Baron. " I should not think, for instance, of brag-

ging about any such thing as that. It was a simple

affair all through."
" And what did you do with the moose's ant-

lers? " asked Angelica.
" I hope you brought 'em

home with you, because I'd like to see 'em."

" I wanted to," said the Baron, stroking the

Twins' soft brown locks affectionately.
" I wanted

to bring them home for your father to use as a

hat rack, dear, but they were too large. When I

had removed them from the dead animal, I found
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them so large that I could not get them out of the

forest, they got so tangled up in the trees. I should

have had to clear a path twenty feet wide and seven

miles long to get them even as far as my friend's

hut, and after that they would have had to be

carried thirty miles through the woods to the ex-

press office."

" I guess it's just as well after all," said Diavolo.

" If they were as big as all that, Papa would have

had to build a new house to get 'ein into."

"
Exactly," said the Baron. "

Exactly. That

same idea occurred to me, and for that reason I con-

cluded not to go to the trouble of cutting away

those miles of trees. The antlers would have made

a very expensive present for your father to receive

in these hard times."

" It was a good thing you had that watch," the

Twins observed, after thinking over the Baron's

adventure. " If you hadn't had that you couldn't

have killed the moose."

"Very likely not," said the Baron, "unless I

had been able to do as I did in India thirty years

ago at a man hunt."
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" What? " cried the Twins. " Do they hunt men

in India? "

" That all depends, my dears," replied the Baron.

" It all depends upon what you mean by the word

they. Men don't hunt men, but animals, great wild

beasts sometimes hunt them, and it doesn't often

happen that the men escape. In the particular

man hunt I refer to I was the creature that was be-

ing hunted, and I've had a good deal of sympathy
for foxes ever since. This was a regular fox hunt

in a way, although I was the fox, and a herd of ele-

phants were the huntsmen."
" How queer," said Diavolo, unscrewing one of

the Baron's shirt studs to see if he would fall apart.
" Not half so queer as my feelings when I realised

my position," said the Baron with a shake of his

head. " I was frightened half to death. It seemed

to me that I'd reached the end of my tether at last.

I was studying the fauna and flora of India, in a

small Indian village, known as ah what was the

name of that town ! Ah something like Rathabad

no, that isn't quite it however, one name does

as well as another in India. It was a good many
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miles from Calcutta, and I'd been living there

about three months. The village lay in a small

valley between two ranges of hills, none of them

very high. On the other side of the westerly hills

was a great level stretch of country upon which

herds of elephants used to graze. Out of this rose

these hills, very precipitously, which was a very

good thing for the people in the valley, else those

elephants would have come over and played havoc

with their homes and crops. To me the plains had

a great fascination, and I used to wander over them

day after day in search of new specimens for my
collection of plants and flowers, never thinking of

the danger I ran from an encounter with these ele-

phants, who were very ferocious and extremely

jealous of the territory they had come through

years of occupation to regard as their own So it

happened, that one day, late in the afternoon, I was

returning from an expedition over the plains, and,

as I had found a large number of new specimens,

I was feeling pretty happy. I whistled loudly as I

walked, when suddenly coming to a slight undula-
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tion in the plain what should I see before me but

a herd of sixty-three elephants, some eating, some

thinking, some romping, and some lying asleep on

the soft turf. Now, if I had come quietly, of course,

I could have passed them unobserved, but as I told

you I was whistling. I forget what the tune was,

The Marsellaise or Die Wacht Am Rhein, or maybe
Tommie Atkins, which enrages the elephants very

much, being the national anthem of the British in-

vader. At any rate, whatever the tune was it at-

tracted the attention of the elephants, and then

their sport began. The leader lifted his trunk high

in the air, and let out a trumpet blast that echoed

back from the cliff three miles distant. Instantly

every elephant was on the alert. Those that had

been sleeping awoke, and sprang to their feet.

Those that had been at play stopped in their romp,

and under the leadership of the biggest brute of

the lot they made a rush for me. I had no gun;

nothing except my wits and my legs with which to

defend myself, so I naturally began to use the latter

until I could get the former to work. It was nip
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and tuck. They could run faster than I could, and

I saw in an instant that without stratagem I could

not hope to reach a place of safety. As I have said,

the cliff, which rose straight up from the plain like

a stone-wall, was three miles away, nor was there

any other spot in which I could find a refuge. It

occurred to me as I ran that if I ran in circles I

could edge up nearer to the cliff all the time, and

still keep my pursuers at a distance for the simple

reason that an elephant being more or less un-

wieldy cannot turn as rapidly as a man can, so I

kept running in circles. I could run around my
short circle in less time than the enemy could run

around his larger one, and in this manner I got

nearer and nearer my haven of safety, the bellowing

beasts snorting with rage as they followed. Finally,

when I began to see that I was tolerably safe, an-

other idea occurred to me, which was that if I

could manage to kill those huge creatures the ivory

I could get would make my fortune. But how!

That was the question. Well, my dearly beloved

Imps, I admit that I am a fast runner, but I am
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I got nearer and nearer my haven of safety,
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also a fast thinker, and in less than two minutes I

had iny plan arranged. I stopped short when about

two hundred feet from the cliff, and waited until

the herd was fifty feet away. Then I turned about

and ran with all my might up to within two feet

of the cliff, and then turning sharply to the left

ran off in that direction. The elephants, thinking

they had me, redoubled their speed, but failed to

notice that I had turned, so quickly was that move-

ment executed. They failed likewise to notice the

cliff, as I had intended. The consequence was the

whole sixty-three of them rushed head first, bang!

with all their force, into the rock. The hill shook

with the force of the blow and the sixty-three ele-

phants fell dead. They had simply butted their

brains out."

Here the Baron paused and pulled vigourously on

his cigar, which had almost gone out.

" That was fine," said the Twins.
" What a narrow escape it was for you, Uncle

Munch," said Diavolo.

"
Very true," said the great soldier rising, as a
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signal that his story was done. " In fact you might

say that I had sixty-three narrow escapes, one for

each elephant."

"But what became of the ivory?" asked An-

gelica.
"
Oh, as for that !

" said the Baron, with a sigh,
" I was disappointed in that. They turned out to

be all young elephants, and they had lost their

first teeth. Their second teeth hadn't grown yet.

I got only enough ivory to make one paper cutter,

which is the one I gave your father for Christmas

last year."

Which may account for the extraordinary in-

terest the Twins have taken in their father's paper

cutter ever since.
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you ever own a dog, Baron Munchau-

?" asked the reporter of the Gehenna

Gazette, calling to interview the eminent nobleman

during Dog Show Week in Cimmeria.
"
Yes, indeed I have," said the Baron,

" I fancy I

must have owned as many as a hundred dogs in my
life. To be sure some of the dogs were iron and

brass, but I was just as fond of them as if they had

been made of plush or lamb's wool. They were so

quiet, those iron dogs were; and the brass dogs

never barked or snapped at any one."

" I never saw a brass dog," said the reporter.
" What good are they?"

" Oh they are likely to be very useful in winter,"

the Baron replied.
" My brass dogs used to guard

my fire-place and keep the blazing logs from rolling

out into my room and setting fire to the rug the

Khan of Tartary gave me for saving his life from a

herd of Antipodes he and I were hunting in the

Himalaya Mountains."
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" I don't see what you needed dogs to do that

for," said the reporter.
" A fender would have

done just as well, or a pair of andirons," he added.

" That's what these dogs were," said the Baron.
"
They were fire dogs and fire dogs are andirons."

Ananias pressed his lips tightly together, and

into his eyes came a troubled look. It was evident

that, revolting as the idea was to him, he thought

the Baron was trying to deceive him. Noting his

displeasure, the Baron inwardly resolving to be

careful how he handled the truth, hastened on

with his story.
" But dogs were never my favourite animals," he

said.
" With my pets I am quite as I am with other

things. I like to have pets that are entirely differ-

ent from the pets of other people, and that is why
in my day I have made companions of such animals

as the sangaree, and the camomile, and the ah

the two-horned piccolo. I've had tame bees even-

in fact my bees used to be the wonder of Siam, in

which country I was stationed for three years, hav-

ing been commissioned by a British company to

make a study of its climate with a view to finding
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out if it would pay the company to go into the ice

business there. Siam is, as you have probably

heard, a very warm country, and as ice is a very

rare thing in warm countries these English people

thought they might make a vast fortune by sending

tug-boats up to the Arctic Ocean, and with them

capture and tow icebergs to Siam, where they

might be cut up and sold to the people at tremend-

ous profit. The scheme was certainly a good one,

and I found many of the wealthy Siamese quite

willing to subscribe for a hundred pounds of ice a

week at ten dollars a pound, but it never came to

anything because we had no means of preserving

the icebergs after we got them into the Gulf of

Siam. The water was so hot that they melted be-

fore we could cut them up, and we nearly got our-

selves into very serious trouble with the coast

people for that same reason. An iceberg, as you

know, is a huge affair, and when a dozen or two of

them had melted in the Gulf they added so to the

quantity of water there that fifty miles of the

coast line were completely flooded, and thousands

of valuable fish, able to live in warm water only,
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were so chilled that they got pneumonia, and died.

You can readily imagine how indignant the Siamese

fishermen were with my company over the losses

they had to bear, but their affection for me person-

ally was so great that they promised not to sue the

company if I would promise not to let the thing

occur again. This I promised, and all went well.

But about the bees, it was while I was living in

Bangkok that I had them, and they were truly won-

derful. There was hardly anything those bees

couldn't do after I got them tamed."

" How did you tame them, Baron," asked

Ananias.
" Power of the eye, my boy," returned the Baron.

" I attracted their attention first and then held it.

Of course, I tried my plan on one bee first. He

tamed the rest. Bees are very like children. They

like to play stunts I think it is called stunts,

isn't it, when one boy does something, and all his

companions try to do the same thing?
"

"
Yes," said Ananias,

" I believe there is such a

game, but I shouldn't like to play it with you."
"
Well, that was the way I did with the bees,"
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said Mr. Munchausen. " I tamed the king bee,

and when he had learned all sorts of funny lit-

tle tricks, such as standing on his head and hum-

ming tunes, I let him go back to the swarm. He
was gone a week, and then he came back, he had

grown so fond of me as well he might, because I

fed him well, giving him a large basket of flowers

three times a day. Back with him came two or

three thousand other bees, and whatever Jang did

they did."

" Who was Jang?
" asked Ananias.

" That was the first bee's name. King Jang.

Jang is Siamese for Billie, and as I was always

fond of the name, Billie, I called him Jang. By and

by every bee in the lot could hum the Star Spangled
Banner and Yankee Doodle as well as you or I

could, and it was grand on those soft moonlight

nights we had there, to sit on the back porch of my
pagoda and listen to my bee orchestra discoursing

sweet music. Of course, as soon as Jang had

learned to hum one tune it was easy enough for

him to learn another, and before long the bee or-

chestra could give us any bit of music we wished
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to have. Then I used to give musicales at my house

and all the Siamese people, from the King down

asked to be invited, so that through my pets my
home became one of the most attractive in all Asia.

" And the honey those bees made ! It was the

sweetest honey you ever tasted, and every morning

when I got down to breakfast there was a fresh

bottleful ready for me, the bees having made it in

the bottle itself over night. They were the most

grateful pets I ever had, and once they saved my
life. They used to live in a hive I had builb for them

in one corner of my room and I could go to bed and

sleep with every door in my house open, and not be

afraid of robbers, because those bees were there to

protect me. One night a lion broke loose from the

Koyal Zoo, and while trotting along the road look-

ing for something to eat he saw my front door wide

open. In he walked, and began to sniff. He sniffed

here and he sniffed there, but found nothing but a

pot of anchovy paste, which made him thirstier and

hungrier than ever. So he prowled into the parlour,

and had his appetite further aggravated by a bronze

statue of the Emperor of China I had there. He
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thought in the dim light it was a small-sized human

being, and he pounced on it in a minute. Well, of

course, he couldn't make any headway trying to

eat a bronze statue, and the more he tried the more

hungry and angry he got. He roared until he shook

the house and would undoubtedly have awakened

me had it not been that I am always a sound sleeper

and never wake until I have slept enough. Why, on

one occasion, on the Northern Pacific Railway, a

train I was on ran into and completely telescoped

another while I was asleep in the smoking car, and

although I was severely burned and hurled out of

the car window to land sixty feet away on the prai-

rie, I didn't wake up for two hours. I was nearly

buried alive because they thought I'd been killed,

I lay so still.

" But to return to the bees. The roaring of the

lion disturbed them, and Jang buzzed out of his

hive to see what was the matter just as the lion ap-

peared at my bed-room door. The intelligent insect

saw in a moment what the trouble was, and he

sounded the alarm for the rest of the bees, who came

swarming out of the hive in response to the sum-
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mons. Jang kept his eye on the lion meanwhile,

and just as the prowler caught sight of your uncle

peacefully snoring away on the bed, dreaming of

his boyhood, and prepared to spring upon me, Jang
buzzed over and sat down upon his back, putting

his sting where it would do the most good. The

angry lion, who in a moment would have fastened

his teeth upon me, turned with a yelp of pain, and

the bite which was to have been mine wrought

havoc with his own back. Following Jang's ex-

ample, the other bees ranged themselves in line

over the lion's broad shoulders, and stung him until

he roared with pain. Each time he was stung he

would whisk his head around like a dog after a

flea, and bite himself, until finally he had literally

chewed himself up, when he fainted from sheer ex-

haustion, and I was saved. You can imagine my

surprise when next morning I awakened to find a

dying lion in my room."

"
But, Baron," said Ananias. " I don't under-

stand one thing about it. If you were fast asleep

while all this was happening how did you know

that Jang did those things?
"
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Jang buzzed over and sat down upon his

back, putting his sting where it would do the
most good."

Chapter V.
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"
Why, Jang told me himself/' replied the Baron

calmly.
" Could he talk? " cried Ananias in amazement.
" Not as you and I do," said the Baron. " Of

course not, but Jang could spell. I taught him how.

You see I reasoned it out this way. If a bee can be

taught to sing a song which is only a story in music,

why can't he be taught to tell a story in real words.

It was worth trying anyhow, and I tried. Jang
was an apt pupil. He was the most intelligent bee

I ever met, and it didn't take me more than a month

to teach him his letters, and when he once knew

his letters it was easy enough to teach him how to

spell. I got a great big sheet and covered it with

twenty-six squares, and in each of these squares I

painted a letter of the alphabet, so that finally when

Jang came to know them, and wanted to tell me

anything he would fly from one square to another

until he had spelled out whatever he wished to say.

I would follow his movements closely, and we got

so after awhile that we could converse for hours

without any trouble whatsoever. I really believe

that if Jang had been a little heavier so that he
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could push the keys down far enough he could have

managed a typewriter as well as anybody, and

when I think about his wonderful mind and de-

licious fancy I deeply regret that there never was a

typewriting machine so delicately made that a bee

of his weight could make it go. The world would

have been very much enriched by the stories Jang
had in his mind to tell, but it is too late now. He
is gone forever."

"How did you lose Jang, Baron?" asked

Ananias, with tears in his eyes.
" He thought I had deceived him," said the

Baron, with a sigh.
" He was as much of a stickler

for truth as I am. An American friend of mine

sent me a magnificent parterre of wax flowers

which were so perfectly made that I couldn't tell

them from the real. I was very proud of them,

and kept them in my room near the hive. When

Jang and his tribe first caught sight of them they

were delighted and they sang as they had never

sung before just to show how pleased they were.

Then they set to work to make honey out of them.
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They must have laboured over those flowers for two

months before I thought to tell them that they were

only wax and not at all real. As I told Jang this,

I unfortunately laughed, thinking that he could

understand the joke of the thing as well as I, but I

was mistaken. All that he could see was that he

had been deceived, and it made him very angry.

Bees don't seem to have a well-developed sense of

humour. He cast a reproachful glance at me and

returned to his hive and on the morning of the third

day when I waked up they were moving out. They

flew to my lattice and ranged themselves along the

slats and waited for Jang. In a moment he ap-

peared and at a given signal they buzzed out of my
sight, humming a farewell dirge as they went. I

never saw them again."

Here the Baron wiped his eyes.
" I felt very bad about it," he went on,

" and re-

solved then never again to do anything which even

suggested deception, and when several years later

I had my crest designed I had a bee drawn on it,

for in my eyes my good friend the bee, represents
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three great factors of the good and successful life

Industry, Fidelity, and Truth."

Whereupon the Baron went his way, leaving

Ananias to think it over.
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HE TELLS THE TWINS OF FIRE-WORKS

THERE
was a great noise going on in the pub-

lic square of Cimmeria when Mr. Munchausen

sauntered into the library at the home of the Heav-

enly Twins.
" These Americans are having a great time of it

celebrating their Fourth of July," said he, as the

house shook with the explosion of a bomb.
"
They've burnt powder enough already to set ten

revolutions revolving, and they're going to outdo

themselves to-night in the park. They've made a

bicycle out of the two huge pin-wheels, and they're

going to make Benedict Arnold ride a mile on it

after it's lit."

The Twins appeared much interested. They too

had heard much of the celebration and some of its

joys and when the Baron arrived they were primed

with questions.
" Uncle Munch," they said, helping the Baron to

remove his hat and coat, which they threw into

a corner so anxious were they to get to work,
" do
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you think there's much danger in little boys hav-

ing fire-crackers and rockets and pin-wheels, or in

little girls having torpeters?
"

"
Well, I don't know," the Baron answered, wa-

rily.
" What does your venerable Dad say about

it?"

" He thinks we ought to wait until we are older,

but we don't," said the Twins.
"
Torpeters never sets nothing afire," said An-

gelica.
" That's true," said the Baron, kindly ;

" but

after all your father is right. Why do you know

what happened to me when I was a boy?
"

" You burnt your thumb," said the Twins, ready

to make a guess at it.

"
Well, you get me a cigar, and I'll tell you what

happened to me when I was a boy just because my
father let me have all the fire-works I wanted, and

then perhaps you will see how wise your father is

in not doing as you wish him to," said Mr. Mun-

chausen.

The Twins readily found the desired cigar, after

which Mr. Munchausen settled down comfortably
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in the hammock, and swinging softly to and fro,

told his story.
" My dear old father," said he,

" was the most

indulgent man that ever lived. He'd give me any-

thing in the world that I wanted whether he could

afford it or not, only hfe had an original system of

giving which kept him from being ruined by indul-

gence of his children. He gave me a Khine steam-

boat once without its costing him a cent. I saw it,

wanted it, was beginning to cry for it, when he

patted me on the head and told me I could have

it, adding, however, that I must never take it away
from the river or try to run it myself. That sat-

isfied me. All I wanted really was the happiness

of feeling it was mine, and my dear old daddy gave

me permission to feel that way. The same thing

happened with reference to the moon. He gave

it to me freely and ungrudgingly. He had received

it from his father, he said, and he thought he had

owned it long enough. Only, he added, as he

had about the steamboat, I must leave it where it

was and let other people look at it whenever they

wanted to, and not interfere if I found any other
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little boys or girls playing with its beams, which

I promised and have faithfully observed to this day.
" Of course from such a parent as this you may

very easily see everything was to be expected on

such a day as the Tenth of August which the people

in our region celebrated because it was my birth-

day. He used to let me have my own way at all

times, and it's a wonder I wasn't spoiled. I really

can't understand how it is that I have become the

man I am, considering how I was indulged when I

was small.

"
However, like all boys, I was very fond of cel-

ebrating the Tenth, and being a more or less in-

genious lad, I usually prepared my own fire-works

and many things happened which might not other-

wise have come to pass if I had been properly

looked after as you are. The first thing that hap-

pened to me on the Tenth of August that would

have a great deal better not h?,ve happened, was

when I was er how old are you Imps?
"

"
Sixteen," said they.

"
Going on eighteen."

"
Nonsense," said the Baron. " Why you're not

more than eight."
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"
Nope we're sixteen," said Diavolo. " I'm

eight and Angelica's eight and twice eight is six-

teen."

"
Oh," said the Baron. " I see. Well, that was

exactly the age I was at the time. Just eight to a

day."
" Sixteen we said," said the Twins.
"
Yes," nodded the Baron. " Just eight, but go-

ing on towards sixteen. My father had given me
ten thalers to spend on noises, but unlike most boys

I did not care so much for noises as I did for nov-

elties. It didn't give me any particular pleasure

to hear a giant cracker go off with a bang. What I

wanted to do most of all was to get up some kind

of an exhibition that would please the people and

that could be seen in the day-time instead of at

night when everybody is tired and sleepy. So in-

stead of spending my money on fire-crackers and

torpedoes and rockets, I spent nine thalers of it

on powder and one thaler on putty blowers. My
particular object was to make one grand effort and

provide passers-by with a free exhibition of what

I was going to call * Munchausen's Grand Geyser
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Cascade.' To do this properly I had set my eye upon
a fish pond not far from the town hall. It was a

very deep pond and about a mile in circumference,

I should say. Putty blowers were then selling at

five for a pfennig and powder was cheap as sand

owing to the fact that the powder makers, expect-

ing a war, had made a hundred times as much as

was needed, and as the war didn't come off, they

were willing to take almost anything they could

get for it. The consequence was that the powder

I got was sufficient in quantity to fill a rubber bag

as large as five sofa cushions. This I sank in the

middle of the pond, without telling anybody what I

intended to do, and through the putty blowers, sealed

tightly together end to end, I conducted a fuse, which

I made myself, from the powder bag to the shore.

My idea was that I could touch the thing off, you

know, and that about sixty square feet of the pond

would fly up into the air and then fall gracefully

back again like a huge fountain. If it had worked

as I expected everything would have been all right,

but it didn't. I had too much powder, for a sec-
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ond after I had lit the fuse there came a muffled

roar and the whole pond in a solid mass, fish and

all, went flying up into the air and disappeared.

Everybody was astonished, not a few were very

much frightened. I was scared to death but I

never let on to any one that I was the person that

had blown the pond off. How high the pond went

I don't know, but I do know that for a week there

wasn't any sign of it, and then most unexpectedly

out of what appeared to be a clear sky there came

the most extraordinary rain-storm you ever saw.

It literally poured down for two days, and, what

I alone could understand, with it came trout and

sunfish and minnows, and most singular to all but

myself an old scow that was recognised as the prop-

erty of the owner of the pond suddenly appeared

in the sky falling toward the earth at a fearful

rate of speed. When I saw the scow coming I was

more frightened than ever because I was afraid it

might fall upon and kill some of our neighbours.

Fortunately, however, this possible disaster was

averted, for it came down directly over the sharp-
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pointed lightning-rod on the tower of our public

library and stuck there like a piece of paper on a

file.

" The rain washed away several acres of finely

cultivated farms, but the losses on crops and fences

and so forth were largely reduced by the fish that

came with the storm. One farmer took a rake and

caught three hundred pounds of trout, forty pounds
of sun-fish, eight turtles, and a minnow in his po-

tato patch in five minutes. Others were almost as

fortunate, but the damage was sufficiently large to

teach me that parents cannot be too careful about

what they let their children do on the day they

celebrate."

"And weren't you ever punished?" asked the

Twins.

"No, indeed," said the Baron. "Nobody ever

knew that I did it because I never told them. In

fact you are the only two persons who ever heard

about it, and you mustn't tell, because there are

still a number of farmers around that region who

would sue me for damages in case they knew that I

was responsible for the accident."
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" That was pretty awful," said the Twins. " But

we don't want to blow up ponds so as to get cas-

cadeses, but we do want torpeters. Torpeters aren't

any harm, are they, Uncle Munch? "

"
Well, you can never tell. It all depends on the

torpedo. Torpedoes are sometimes made care-

lessly," said the Baron. "
They ought to be made

as carefully as a druggist makes pills. So many

pebbles, so much paper, and so much saltpeter and

sulphur, or whatever else is used to make them go

off. I had a very unhappy time once with a care-

lessly made torpedo. I had two boxes full. They

were those tin-foil torpedoes that little girls are so

fond of, and I expected they would make quite a

lot of noise, but the first ten I threw down didn't go

off at all. The eleventh for some reason or other,

I never knew exactly what, I hurled with all my
force against the side of my father's barn, and my,

what a surprise it was ! It smashed in the whole

side of the barn and sent seven bales of hay, and

our big farm plough bounding down the hillside

into the town. The hay-bales smashed down

fences
;
one of them hit a cow-shed on its way down,
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knocked the back of it to smithereens and then pro-

ceeded to demolish the rear end of a small crockery

shop that fronted on the main street. It struck the

crockery shop square in the middle of its back and

threw down fifteen dozen cups and saucers, thirty-

two water pitchers, and five china busts of Shake-

speare. The din was frightful but I couldn't help

that. Nobody could blame me, because I had no

means of knowing that the man who made the tor-

pedoes was careless and had put a solid ball of

dynamite into one of them. So you see, my dear

Imps, that even torpedoes are not always safe."

"
Yes," said Angelica.

" I guess I'll play with

my dolls on my birthday. They never goes off and

blows things up."
" That's very wise of you," said the Baron.

" But what became of the plough, Uncle

Munch?" said Diavolo.

"
Oh, the plough didn't do much damage," replied

Mr. Munchausen. " It simply furrowed its way
down the hill, across the main street, to the bowling

green. It ploughed up about one hundred feet of
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this before it stopped, but nobody minded that much

because it was to have been ploughed and seeded

again anyhow within a few days. Of course the

furrow it made in crossing the road was bad, and

to make it worse the share caught one of the water

pipes that ran under the street, and ripped it in

two so that the water burst out and flooded the

street for a while, but one hundred and sixty thou-

sand dollars would have covered the damage."

The Twins were silent for a few moments and

then they asked :

"
Well, Uncle Munch, what kind of fire-works are

safe anyhow?
"

" My experience has taught me that there are

only two kinds that are safe," replied their old

friend. " One is a Jaek-o-lantern and the other is

a cigar, and as you are not old enough to have

cigars, if you will put on your hats and coats and

go down into the garden and get me two pumpkins,

I'll make each of you a Jack-o'-lantern. What do

you say?
"

" We say yes," said the Twins, and off they went,
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while the Baron turning over in the hammock, and

arranging a pillow comfortably under his head,

went to sleep to dream of more birthday recollec-

tions in case there should be a demand for them

later on.
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SAVED BY A MAGIC LANTERN

WHEN
the Sunday dinner was over, the

Twins, on Mr. Munchausen's invitation,

climbed into the old warrior's lap, Angelica kissing

him on the ear, and Diavolo giving his nose an af-

fectionate tweak.

" Ah !
" said the Baron. " That's it !

"

"What's what, Uncle Munch?" demanded Di-

avolo.

" Why that," returned the Baron. " I was won-

dering what it was I needed to make my dinner an

unqualified success. There was something lack-

ing, but what it was, we have had so much, I could

not guess until you two Imps kissed me and

tweaked my nasal feature. Now I know, for

really a feeling of the most blessed contentment

has settled upon my soul."

" Don't you wish you had two youngsters like

us, Uncle Munch? " asked the Twins.

" Do I wish I had? Why I have got two young-
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sters like you," the Baron replied.
" I've got 'em

right here too."

"Where?" asked the Twins, looking curiously

about them for the other two.
" On my knees, of course," said he. " You are

mine. Your papa gave you to me and you are as

like yourselves as two peas in a pod."
" I I hope you aren't going to take us away from

here," said the Twins, a little ruefully. They were

very fond of the Baron, but they didn't exactly like

the idea of being given away.

"Oh no not at all," said the Baron. "Your

father has consented to keep you here for me and

your mother has kindly volunteered to look after

you. There is to be no change, except that you be-

long to me, and, vice versa, I belong to you."

"And I suppose, then," said Diavolo, "if you

belong to us you've got to do pretty much what we

tell you to?"
"
Exactly," responded Mr. Munchausen. " If

you should ask me to tell you a story I'd have to

do it, even if you were to demand the full partic-

ulars of how I spent Christmas with Mtulu, King
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of the Taafe Eatars, on the upper Congo away
down in Africa which is a tale I have never told

any one in all my life."

" It sounds as if it might be interesting," said

the Twins. " Those are real candy names, aren't

they?"
"
Yes," said the Baron. " Taafe sounds like

taffy and Mtulu is very suggestive of chewing gum.

That's the curious thing about the savage tribes

of Africa. Their names often sound as if they

might be things to eat instead of people. Perhaps

that is why they sometimes eat each other though,

of course, I won't say for sure that that is the real

explanation of cannibalism."

"What's cannon-ballism? " asked Angelica.
" He didn't say cannon-ballisrn," said Diavolo,

scornfully.
" It was candy-ballism."

" Well you've both come pretty near it," said

the Baron,
" and we'll let the matter rest there, or

I won't have time to tell you how Christmas got

me into trouble with King Mtulu."

The Baron called for a cigar, which the Twins

lighted for him and then he began.
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" You may not have heard," he said,

" that some

twenty or thirty years ago I was in command of an

expedition in Africa. Our object was to find Lake

Majolica, which we hoped would turn up half way
between Lollokolela and the Clebungo Mountains.

Lollokolela was the furthermost point to which civ-

ilisation had reached at that time, and was directly

in the pathway to the Clebungo Mountains, which

the natives said were full of gold and silver mines

and scattered all over which were reputed to be

caves in which diamonds and rubies and other gems

of the rarest sort were to be found in great pro-

fusion. No white man had ever succeeded in

reaching this marvellously rich range of hills for

the reason that after leaving Lollokolela there was,

as far as was known, no means of obtaining water,

and countless adventurous spirits had had to give

up because of the overpowering thirst which the

climate brought upon them.

" Under such circumstances it was considered by

a company of gentlemen in London to be well worth

their while to set about the discovery of a lake,

which they decided in advance to call Majolica, for
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reasons best known to themselves; they probably

wanted to jar somebody with it. And to me was

intrusted the mission of leading the expedition. I

will confess that I did not want to go for the

very good reason that I did not wish to be eaten

alive by the savage tribes that infested that region,

but the company provided me with a close fitting

suit of mail, which I wore from the time I started

until I returned. It was very fortunate for me
that I was so provided, for on three distinct occa-

sions I was served up for state dinners and each

time successfully resisted the carving knife and as

a result, was thereafter well received, all the chiefs

looking upon me as one who bore a charmed ex-

istence."

Here the Baron paused long enough for the

Twins to reflect upon and realise the terrors which

had beset him on his way to Lake Majolica, and

be it said that if they had thought him brave before

they now deemed him a very hero of heroes.

" When I set out," said the Baron,
" I was ac-

companied by ten Zanzibaris and a thousand tins

of condensed dinners."
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" A thousand what, Uncle Munch? " asked Jack,

his mouth watering.
" Condensed dinners," said the Baron,

" I had a

lot of my favourite dinners condensed and put up
in tins. I didn't expect to be gone more than a

year and a thousand dinners condensed and tinned,

together with the food I expected to find on the

way, elephant meat, rhinoceros steaks, and tiger

chops, I thought would suffice for the trip. I could

eat the condensed dinners and my followers could

have the elephant's meat, rhinoceros steaks, and

tiger chops not to mention the bananas and other

fruits which grow wild in the African jungle. It

was not long, however, before I made the discovery

that the Zanzibaris, in order to eat tigers, need

to learn first how to keep tigers from eating them.

We went to bed late one night on the fourth day

out from Lollokolela, and when we waked up the

next morning every mother's son of us, save myself,

had been eaten by tigers, and again it was noth-

ing but my coat of mail that saved me. There were

eighteen tigers' teeth sticking into the sleeve of

the coat, as it was. You can imagine my distress
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at having to continue the search for Lake Majolica

alone. It was then that I acquired the habit of

talking to myself, which has kept me young ever

since, for I enjoy my own conversation hugely,

and find myself always a sympathetic listener. I

walked on for days and days, until finally, on

Christmas Eve, I reached King Mtulu's palace. Of

course your idea of a palace is a magnificent five-

story building with beautiful carvings all over the

front of it, marble stair-cases and handsomely

painted and gilded ceilings. King Mtulu's palace

was nothing of the sort, although for that region

it was quite magnificent, the walls being decorated

with elephants' tusks, crocodile teeth and many
other treasures such as delight the soul of the Cen-

tral African.

" Now as I may not have told you, King Mtulu

was the fiercest of the African chiefs, and it is said

that up to the time when I outwitted him no white

man had ever encountered him and lived to tell the

tale. Consequently, when without knowing it on

this sultry Christmas Eve, laden with the luggage

and the tinned dinners and other things I had
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brought with me I stumbled upon the blood-thirsty

monarch I gave myself up for lost.

" ' Who comes here to disturb the royal peace?
'

cried Mtulu, savagely, as I crossed the threshold.

" ' It is I, your highness/ I returned, my face

blanching, for I recognized him at once by the ivory

ring he wore in the end of his nose.

" < Who is I? ' retorted Mtulu, picking up his bat-

tle axe and striding forward.

" A happy thought struck me then. These folks

are superstitious. Perhaps the missionaries may
have told these uncivilised creatures the story of

Santa Glaus. I will pretend that I am Santa

Claus. So I answered,
' Who is I, O Mtulu, Bravest

of the Taafe Chiefs? I am Santa Claus, the Chil-

dren's Friend, and bearer of gifts to and for all.'

" Mtulu gazed at me narrowly for a moment and

then he beat lightly upon a tom-tom at his side.

Immediately thirty of the most villainous-looking

natives, each armed with a club, appeared.
" < Arrest that man,' said Mtulu,

' before he goes

any farther. He is an impostor,'

" ' If your majesty pleases,' I began.
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" ' Silence !

' he cried,
' I am fierce and I eat men,

but I love truth. The truthful man has nothing to

fear from me, for I have been converted from my
evil ways and since last New Year's day I have

eaten only those who have attempted to deceive me.

You will be served raw at dinner to-morrow night.

My respect for your record as a man of courage

leads me to spare you the torture of the frying-

pan. You are Baron Munchausen. I recognized

you the moment you turned pale. Another man

would have blushed.'

" So I was carried off and shut up in a mud

hovel, the interior walls of which were of white,

a fact which strangely enough, preserved my life

when later I came to the crucial moment. I had

brought with me, among other things, for my
amusement solely, a magic lantern. As a child,

I had always been particularly fond of pictures,

and when I thought of the lonely nights in Africa,
it

with no books at hand, no theatres, no cotillions to

enliven the monotony of my life, I resolved to take

with me my little magic-lantern as much for com-

pany as for anything else. It was very compact in
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form. It folded up to be hardly larger than a wal-

let containing a thousand one dollar bills, and the

glass lenses of course could be carried easily in my
trousers pockets. The views, instead of being

mounted on glass, were put on a substance not un-

like glass, but thinner, called gelatine. All of these

things I carried in my vest pockets, and when
Mtulu confiscated my luggage the magic lantern

and views of course escaped his notice.

" Christmas morning came and passed and I was

about to give myself up for lost, for Mtulu was not

a king to be kept from eating a man by anything

so small as a suit of mail, when I received word

that before dinner my captor and his suite were

going to pay me a formal parting call. Night was

coming on and as I sat despondently awaiting the

king's arrival, I suddenly bethought me of a lan-

tern slide of the British army, standing and await-

ing the command to fire, I happened to have with

me. It was a superb view lifelike as you please.

Why not throw that on the wall and when Mtulu

enters he will find me apparently with a strong

force at my command, thought I. It was no sooner
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thought than it was done and my life was saved.

Hardly was that noble picture reflected upon the

rear wall of my prison when the door opened and

Mtulu, followed by his suite, appeared. I rose to

greet him, but apparently he saw me not. Mute

with terror he stood upon the threshold gazing at

that terrible line of soldiers ready as he thought to

sweep him and his men from the face of the earth

with their death-dealing bullets.

" ' I am your slave,' he replied to my greeting,

kneeling before me,
' I yield all to you.'

" ' I thought you would,' said I.
* But I ask

nothing save the discovery of Lake Majolica. If

within twenty-four hours Lake Majolica is not dis-

covered I give the command to fire!' Then I

turned and gave the order to carry arms, and lo!

by a quick change of slides, the army appeared at

a carry. Mtulu gasped with terror, but accepted

my ultimatum. I was freed, Lake Majolica was

discovered before ten o'clock the next morning, and

at five o'clock I was on my way home, the British

army reposing quietly in my breast pocket. It was a

mighty narrow escape !
"
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" I should say so/' said the Twins. " But Mtulu

must have been awful stupid not to see what it

was."
" Didn't he see through it when he saw you put

the army in your pocket?
" asked Diavolo.

"No," said the Baron, "that frightened him

worse than ever, for you see he reasoned this way.

If I could carry an army in my pocket-book, what

was to prevent my carrying Mtulu himself and all

his tribe off in the same way! He thought I was

a marvellous man to be able to do that."

"
Well, we guess he was right," said the Twins,

as they climbed down from the Baron's lap to find

an atlas and search the map of Africa for Lake

Majolica. This they failed to find and the Baron's

explanation is unknown to me, for when the Imps

returned, the warrior had departed.



VIII

AN ADVENTURE IN THE DESERT

66rilHE editor has a sort of notion, Mr. Mun-

JL chausen," said Ananias, as he settled down

in the big arm-chair before the fire in the Baron's

library,
" that he'd like to have a story about a

giraffe. Public taste has a necky quality about it

of late."

" What do you say to that, Sapphira?
" asked the

Baron, politely turning to Mrs. Ananias, who had

called with her husband. " Are you interested in

giraffes?
"

" I like lions better," said Sapphira.
"
They

roar louder and bite more fiercely."
"
Well, suppose we compromise," said the Baron,

"and have a story about a poodle dog. Poodle

dogs sometimes look like lions, and as a rule they

are as gentle as giraffes."
" I know a better scheme than that," put in

Ananias. " Tell us a story about a lion and a

giraffe, and if you feel disposed throw in a few
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poodles for good measure. I'm writing on space

this year."
" That's so," said Sapphira, wearily.

" I could

say it was a story about a lion and Ananias could

call it a giraffe story, and we'd each be right."
"
Very well," said the Baron,

"
it shall be a story

of each, only I must have a cigar before I begin.

Cigars help me to think, and the adventure I had

in the Desert of Sahara with a lion, a giraffe, and

a slippery elm tree was so long ago that I shall have

to do a great deal of thinking in order to recall it."

So the Baron went for a cigar, while Ananias

and Sapphira winked enviously at each other and

lamented their lost glory. In a minute the Baron

returned with the weed, and after lighting it, be-

gan his story.
" I was about twenty years old when this thing

happened to me," said he.
" I had gone to Africa

to investigate the sand in the Desert of Sahara for

a Sand Company in America. As you may already

have heard, sand is a very useful thing in a

great many ways, more particularly however in

the building trades. The Sand Company was
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formed for the purpose of supplying sand to every-

body that wanted it, but land in America at that

time was so very expensive that there was very lit-

tle profit in the business. People who owned sand

banks and sand lots asked outrageous prices for

their property; and the sea-shore people were not

willing to part with any of theirs because they

needed it in their hotel business. The great at-

traction of a seaside hotel is the sand on the beach,

and of course the proprietors weren't going to sell

that. They might better even sell their brass

bands. So the Sand Company thought it might be

well to build some steam-ships, load them with oys-

ters, or mowing machines, or historical novels, or

anything else that is produced in the United States,

and in demand elsewhere ;
send them to Egypt, sell

the oysters, or mowing machines, or historical nov-

els, and then have the ships fill up with sand from

the Sahara, which they could get for nothing, and

bring it back in ballast to the United States."

" It must have cost a lot !
" said Ananias.

" Not at all," returned the Baron. " The profits

on the oysters and mowing machines and his-
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torical novels were so large that all expenses both

ways were more than paid, so that when it was

delivered in America the sand had really cost

less than nothing. We could have thrown it all

overboard and still have a profit left. It was I

who suggested the idea to the President of the

Sand Company his name was Bartlett, or

aJi Mulligan or some similar well-known Amer-

ican name, I can't exactly recall it now. However,

Mr. Bartlett, or Mr. Mulligan, or whoever it was,

was very much pleased with the idea and asked

me if I wouldn't go to the Sahara, investigate the

quality of the sand, and report ;
and as I was tem-

porarily out of employment I accepted the commis-

sion. Six weeks later I arrived in Cairo and set

out immediately on a tour of the desert. I went

alone because I preferred not to take any one into

my confidence, and besides one can always be more

independent when he has only his own wishes to

consult. I also went on foot, for the reason that

camels need a great deal of care at least mine

would have, if I'd had one, because I always like to

have my steeds well groomed whether there is any
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one to see them or not. So to save myself trouble I

started off alone on foot. In twenty-four hours I

travelled over a hundred miles of the desert, and

the night of the second day found me resting in the

shade of a slippery elm tree in the middle of an

oasis, which after much suffering and anxiety I had

discovered. It was abeautiful moonlight night and

I was enjoying it hugely. There were no mosqui-

toes or insects of any kind to interfere with my
comfort. No insects could have flown so far across

the sands. I have no doubt that many of them have

tried to get there, but up to the time of my arrival

none had succeeded, and I felt as happy as though

I were in Paradise.

" After eating my supper and taking a draught

of the delicious spring water that purled up in the

middle of the oasis, I threw myself down under the

elm tree, and began to play my violin, without

which in those days I never went anywhere."
" I didn't know you played the violin," said Sap-

phira.
" I thought your instrument was the trom-

bone plenty of blow and a mighty stretch."

" I don't now," said the Baron, ignoring the
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sarcasm. " I gave it up ten years ago but that's

a different story. How long I played that night

I don't know, but I do know that lulled by the de-

licious strains of the music and soothed by the

soft sweetness of the atmosphere I soon dropped
off to sleep. Suddenly I was awakened by what

I thought to be the distant roar of thunder.
' Humph !

' I said to myself.
' This is something

new. A thunder storm in the Desert of Sahara is

a thing I never expected to see, particularly on a

beautifully clear moonlight night
' for the moon

was still shining like a great silver ball in the heav-

ens, and not a cloud was anywhere to be seen.

Then it occurred to me that perhaps I had been

dreaming, so I turned over to go to sleep again.

Hardly had I closed my eyes when a second ear-

splitting roar came bounding over the sands, and

I knew that it was no dream, but an actual sound

that I heard. I sprang to my feet and looked about

the horizon and there, a mere speck in the dis-

tance, was something for the moment I thought

a cloud, but in another instant I changed my mind,

for glancing through my telescope I perceived it
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was not a cloud but a huge lion with the glitter of

hunger in his eye. What I had mistaken for the

thunder was the roar of this savage beast. I seized

my gun and felt for my cartridge box only to dis-

cover that I had lost my ammunition and was there

alone, unarmed, in the great desert, at the mercy

of that savage creature, who was drawing nearer

and nearer every minute and giving forth the most

fearful roars you ever heard. It was a terrible

moment and I was in despair.
" ' It's all up with you, Baron,' I said to myself,

and then I caught sight of the tree. It seemed my
only chance. I must climb that. I tried, but alas !

As I have told you it was a slippery elm tree, and

I might as well have tried to climb a greased pole.

Despite my frantic efforts to get a grip upon the

trunk I could not climb more than two feet with-

out slipping back. It was impossible. Nothing

was left for me to do but to take to my legs, and

I took to them as well as I knew how. My, what

a run it was, and how hopeless. The beast was

gaining on me every second, and before me lay mile

after mile of desert. ' Better give up and treat the
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beast to a breakfast, Baron,' I moaned to myself.
' When there's only one thing to do, you might as

well do it and be done with it. Your misery will be

over the more quickly if you stop right here.' As I

spoke these words, I slowed up a little, but the

frightful roaring of the lion unnerved me for an

instant, or rather nerved me on to a spurt, which

left the lion slightly more to the rear and which

resulted in the saving of my life; for as I ran on,

what should I see about a mile ahead but another

slippery elm tree, and under it stood a giraffe who

had apparently fallen asleep while browsing among
its upper branches, and filling its stomach with its

cooling cocoanuts. The giraffe had its back to me,

and as I sped on I formed my plan. I would grab

hold of the giraffe's tail; haul myself up onto his

back
;
climb up his neck into the tree, and then give

my benefactor a blow between the eyes which would

send him flying across the desert before the lion

could come along and get up into the tree the same

way I did. The agony of fear I went through as I

approached the long-necked creature was some-
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thing dreadful. Suppose the giraffe should be awak-

ened by the roaring of the lion before I got there

and should rush off himself to escape the fate that

awaited me? I nearly dropped, I was so nervous,

and the lion was now not more than a hundred

yards away. I could hear his breath as he came

panting on. I redoubled my speed ;
his pants came

closer, closer, until at length after what seemed a

year, I reached the giraffe, caught his tail, raised

myself up to his back, crawled along his neck and

dropped fainting into the tree just as the lion

sprang upon the giraffe's back and came on toward

me. What happened then I don't know, for as I

have told you I swooned away ;
but I do know that

when I came to, the giraffe had disappeared and

the lion lay at the foot of the tree dead from a

broken neck."

" A broken neck? " demanded Sapphira.
"
Yes," returned the Baron. " A broken neck !

From which I concluded that as the lion reached

the nape of the giraffe's neck, the giraffe had

waked up and bent his head toward the earth,
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thus causing the lion to fall head first to the ground
instead of landing as he had expected in the tree

with me."
" It was wonderful," said Sapphira, scornfully.
"
Yes," said Ananias,

" but I shouldn't think a

lion could break his neck falling off a giraffe. Per-

haps it was one of the slippery elm cocoanuts that

fell on him."

"
Well, of course," said the Baron, rising,

" that

would all depend upon the height of the/ giraffe.

Mine was the tallest one I ever saw."
" About how tall ?

" asked Ananias.
"
Well," returned the Baron, thoughtfully, as if

calculating,
" did you ever see the Eiffel Tower? "

"
Yes," said Ananias.

"
Well," observed the Baron,

" I don't think my

giraffe was more than half as tall as that."

With which estimate the Baron bowed his guests

out of the room, and with a placid smile on his

face, shook hands with himself.

" Mr. and Mrs. Ananias are charming people,"

he chuckled,
" but amateurs both deadly ama-

teurs."
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I reached the giraffe, raised myself to his

back, crawled along his neck and dropped
fainting into the tree."
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IX

DECORATION DAY IN THE CANNIBAL ISLANDS

U T TNCLE MUNCH," said Diavolo as he clam-

\^J bered up into the old warrior's lap,
" I

don't suppose you could tell us a story about Deco-

ration Day could you?
"

" I think I might try," said Mr. Munchausen,

puffing thoughtfully upon his cigar and making a

ring with the smoke for Angelica to catch upon her

little thumb. " I might try but it will all depend

upon whether you want me to tell you about Deco-

ration Day as it is celebrated in the United States,

or the way a band of missionaries I once knew in

the Cannibal Islands observed it for twenty years

or more."
" Why can't we have both stories? " said An-

gelica.
" I think that would be the nicest way.

Two stories is twice as good as one."

"
Well, I don't know," returned Mr. Munchau-

sen. " You see the trouble is that in the first in-

stance I could tell you only what a beautiful thing

it is that every year the people have a day set apart
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upon which they especially honour the memory of

the noble fellows who lost their lives in defence of

their country. I'm not much of a poet and it takes

a poet to be able to express how beautiful and

grand it all is, and so I should be afraid to try

it. Besides it might sadden your little hearts to

have me dwell upon the almost countless number

of heroes who let themselves be killed so that their

fellow-citizens might live in peace and happiness.

Pd have to tell you about hundreds and hundreds

of graves scattered over the battle fields that no

one knows about, and which, because no one knows

of them, are not decorated at all, unless Nature

herself is kind enough to let a little dandelion or

a daisy patch into the secret, so that they may grow

on the green grass above these forgotten, unknown

heroes who left their homes, were shot down and

never heard of afterwards."

" Does all heroes get killed? " asked Angelica.
"
No," said Mr. Munchausen. " I and a great

many others lived through the wars and are living

yet."
"
Well, how about the missionaries? " said Diav-
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olo.
" I didn't know they had Decoration Day in

the Cannibal Islands."

" I didn't either until I got there," returned the

Baron. " But they have and they have it in July

instead of May. It was one of the most curious

things I ever saw and the natives, the men who

used to be cannibals, like it so much that if the

missionaries were to forget it they'd either remind

them of it or have a celebration of their own. I

don't know whether I ever told you about my first

experience with the cannibals did I?"
" I don't remember it, but if you had I would

have," said Diavolo.

" So would I," said Angelica.
" I remember

most everything you say, except when I want you
to say it over again, and even then I haven't forgot-

ten it."

"
Well, it happened this way," said the Baron.

" It was when I was nineteen years old. I sort of

thought at that time I'd like to be a sailor, and as

my father believed in letting me try whatever I

wanted to do I took a position as first mate of a

steam brig that plied between San Francisco and
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Nepaul, taking San Francisco canned tomatoes to

Nepaul and bringing Nepaul pepper back to San

Francisco, making several dollars both ways. Per-

haps I ought to explain to you that Nepaul pepper
is red, and hot; not as hot as a furnace fire, but

hot enough for your papa and myself when we
order oysters at a club and have them served so cold

that we think they need a little more warmth to

make them palatable and digestible. You are not

yet old enough to know the meaning of such words

as palatable and digestible, but some day you will

be and then you'll know what your Uncle means.

At any rate it was on the return voyage from

Nepaul that the water tank on the Betsy S. went

stale and we had to stop at the first place we

could to fill it up with fresh water. So we sailed

along until we came in sight of an Island and the

Captain appointed me and two sailors a committee

of three to go ashore and see if there was a spring

anywhere about. We went, and the first thing we

knew we were in the midst of a lot of howling,

hungry savages, who were crazy to eat us. My
companions were eaten, but when it came to my
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turn I tried to reason with the chief. ' Now
see here, my friend/ said I,

' Fin perfectly will-

ing to be served up at your breakfast, if I

can only be convinced that you will enjoy eat-

ing me. What I don't want is to have my life

wasted !
' < That's reasonable enough/ said he.

* Have you got a sample of yourself along for me
to taste? ' < I have/ I replied, taking out a bottle

of Nepaul pepper, that by rare good luck I hap-

pened to have in my pocket.
' That is a portion of

my left foot powdered. It will give you some idea

of what I taste like/ I added. < If you like that,

you'll like me. If you don't, you won't.' "

" That was fine," said Diavolo. " You told pretty

near the truth, too, Uncle Munch, because you are

hot stuff yourself, ain't you?
"

" I am so considered, my boy," said Mr. Mun-

chausen. " The chief took a teaspoonful of the pep-

per down at a gulp, and let me go when he recov-

ered. He said he guessed I wasn't quite his style,

and he thought I'd better depart before I set fire to

the town. So I filled up the water bag, got into the

row-boat, and started back to the ship, but the
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Betsy S. had gone and I was forced to row all the

way to San Francisco, one thousand, five hundred

and sixty-two miles distant. The captain and crew

had given us all up for lost. I covered the dis-

tance in six weeks, living on water and Nepaul

pepper, and when I finally reached home, I told my
father that, after all, I was not so sure that I liked

a sailor's life. But I never forgot those cannibals

or their island, as you may well imagine. They
and their home always interested me hugely and I

resolved if the fates ever drove me that way again,

I would go ashore and see how the people were get-

ting on. The fates, however, were a long time in

drawing me that way again, for it was not until

July, ten years ago that I reached there the second

time. I was off on a yachting trip, with an English

friend, when one afternoon we dropped anchor off

that Cannibal Island.

"'Let's go ashore/ said I.
' What for?' said

my host ;
and then I told him the story and we went,

and it was well we did so, for it was then and there

that I discovered the new way the missionaries had

of celebrating Decoration Day.
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" No sooner had we landed than we noticed that

the Island had become civilised. There were

churches, and instead of tents and mud-hovels,

beautiful residences appeared here and there,

through the trees.
' I fancy this isn't the island,'

said ruy host. ' There aren't any cannibals about

here/ I was about to reply indignantly, for I was

afraid he was doubting the truth of my story, when

from the top of a hill, not far distant, we heard

strains of music. We went to see whence it came,

and what do you suppose we saw? Five hundred

villainous looking cannibals marching ten abreast

along a fine street, and, cheering them from the

balconies of the houses that fronted on the highway,

were the missionaries and their friends and their

children and their wives.

" i This can't be the place, after all/ said my
host again.

" < Yes it is,' said I,
'

only it has been converted.

They must be celebrating some native festival.'

Then as I spoke the procession stopped and the

head missionary followed by a band of beautiful

girls, came down from a platform and placed gar-
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lands of flowers and beautiful wreaths on the shoul-

ders and heads of those reformed cannibals. In

less than an hour every one of the huge black fel-

lows was covered with roses and pinks and fragrant

flowers of all kinds, and then they started on parade

again. It was a fine sight, but I couldn't under-

stand what it was all done for until that night,

when I dined with the head missionary and what

do you suppose it was? "

" I give it up," said Diavolo,
"
maybe the mission-

aries thought the cannibals didn't have enough

clothes on."

" I guess I can't guess," said Angelica.
"
They were celebrating Decoration Day," said

Mr. Munchausen. "
They were strewing flowers on

the graves of departed missionaries."

" You didn't tell us about any graves," said

Diavolo.

" Why certainly I did," said the Baron. " The

cannibals themselves were the only graves those

poor departed missionaries ever had. Every one of

those five hundred savages was the grave of a mis-

sionary, my dears, and having been converted, and
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taught that it was not good to eat their fellow-men,

they did all in their power afterwards to show their

repentance, keeping alive the memory of the men

they had treated so badly by decorating themselves

on memorial day and one old fellow, the savagest

looking, but now the kindest-hearted being in the

world, used always to wear about his neck a huge

sign, upon which he had painted in great black

letters :

HERE LIES

JOHN THOMAS WILKINS,

SAILOR.

DEPARTED THIS LIFE, MAY 24, 1861.

HE WAS A MAN OF SPLENDID TASTE.

" The old cannibal had eaten Wilkins and later

when he had been converted and realised that he

himself was the grave of a worthy man, as an expia-

tion he devoted his life to the memory of John
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Thomas Wilkins, and as a matter of fact, on the

Cannibal Island Decoration Day he would lie flat

on the floor all the day, groaning under the weight
of a hundred potted plants, which he placed upon
himself in memory of Wilkins."

Here Mr. Munchausen paused for breath, and

the twins went out into the garden to try to imagine

with the aid of a few practical experiments how a

cannibal would look with a hundred potted plants

adorning his person.
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X

MR. MUNCHAUSEN'S ADVENTURE WITH A SHARK

, ant> dDrs. Dents B. Bnanias.

\ITHURSDAYS. CIMMERIA.

THIS
was the card sent by the reporter of the

Gehenna Gazette, and Mrs. Ananias to Mr.

Munchausen upon his return from a trip to mortal

realms concerning which many curious reports

have crept into circulation. Owing to a rumour

persistently circulated at one time, Mr. Mun-

chausen had been eaten by a shark, and it was with

the intention of learning, if possible, the basis for

the rumour that Ananias and Sapphira called upon
the redoubtable Baron of other days.

Mr. Munchausen graciously received the callers

and asked what he could do for them.

" Our readers, Mr. Munchausen," explained An-
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anias,
" have been much concerned over rumours of

your death at the hands of a shark."
" Sharks have no hands," said the Baron quietly.
" Well that aside/' observed Ananias. " Were

you killed by a shark?"
" Not that I recall," said the Baron. " I may

have been, but I don't remember it. Indeed I recall

only one adventure with a shark. That grew out

of my mission on behalf of France to the Czar of

Russia. I carried letters once from the Bang of

France to his Imperial Coolness the Czar."

"What was the nature of the letters?" asked

Ananias.

" I never knew," replied the Baron. " As I have

said, it was a secret mission, and the French Gov-

ernment never took me into its confidence. The

only thing I know about it is that I was sent to St.

Petersburg, and I went, and in the course of time

I made myself much beloved of both the people and

his Majesty the Czar. I am the only person that

ever lived that was liked equally by both, and if I

had attached myself permanently to the Czar, Kus-

sia would have been a different country to-day."
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" What country would it have been, Mr. Mun-

chausen," asked Sapphira innocently,
"
Germany

or Siam?"
" I can't specify, my dear madame," the Baron

replied.
" It wouldn't be fair. But, at any rate, I

went to Russia, and was treated warmly by every-

body, except the climate, which was, as it is at all

times, very freezing. That's the reason the Russian

people like the climate. It is the only thing the

Czar can't change by Imperial decree, and the

people admire its independence and endure it for

that reason. But as I have said, everybody was

pleased with me, and the Czar showed me unusual

attention. He gave ftes in my honour. He gave

the most princely dinners, and I met the very best

people in St. Petersburg, and at one of these din-

ners I was invited to join a yachting party on a

cruise around the world.

"
Well, of course, though a landsman in every

sense of the word, I am fond of yachting, and I

immediately accepted the invitation. The yacht

we went on was the Boomski Zboomah, belonging

to Prince er now what was that Prince's name!
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Something like er Sheeroff or Jibski or er

well, never mind that. I meet so many princes it is

difficult to remember their names. We'll say his

name was Jibski."

"
Suppose we do," said Ananias, with a jealous

grin.
" Jibski is such a remarkable name. It will

look well in print."
" All right," said the Baron,

" Jibski be it. The

yacht belonged to Prince Jibski, and she was a

beauty. There was a stateroom and a steward for

everybody on board,and nothing that could contrib-

ute to a man's comfort was left unattended to. We
set sail on the 23rd of August, and after cruising

about the North coast of Europe for a week or two,

we steered the craft south, and along a.bout the

middle of September we reached the Amphibian

Islands, and anchored. It was here that I had my
first and last experience with sharks. If they had

been plain, ordinary sharks I'd have had an easy

time of it, but when you get hold of these Amphib-

ian sharks you are likely to get yourself into

twenty-three different kinds of trouble."
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"My!" said Sapphira. "All those? Does the

number include being struck by lightning?
"

"
Yes," the Baron answered,

" And when you

remember that there are only twenty-four different

kinds altogether you can see what a peck of trouble

an Amphibian shark can get you into. I thought

my last hour had come when I met with him. You

see when we reached the Amphibian Islands, we

naturally thought we'd like to go ashore and pick

the cocoanuts and raisins and other things that

grow there, and when I got upon dry land again

I felt strongly tempted to go down upon the beauti-

ful little beach in the harbour and take a swim.

Prince Jibski advised me against it, but I was set

upon going. He told me the place was full of

sharks, but I wasn't afraid because I was always

a remarkably rapid swimmer, and I felt confident

of my ability, in case I saw a shark coming after

me, to swim ashore before he could possibly catch

me, provided I had ten yards start. So in I went

leaving my gun and clothing on the beach. Oh, it

was fun! The water was quite warm, and the
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sandy bottom of the bay was deliciously soft and

pleasant to the feet. I suppose I must have

sported in the waves for ten or fifteen minutes

before the trouble came. I had just turned a som-

ersault in the water, when, as my head came to

the surface, I saw directly in front of me, the

unmistakable fin of a shark, and to my unspeakable

dismay not more than five feet away. As I told

you, if it had been ten yards away I should have

had no fear, but five feet meant another story alto-

gether. My heart fairly jumped into my mouth. It

would have sunk into my boots if I had had them on,

but I hadn't, so it leaped upward into my mouth as

I turned to swim ashore, by which time the shark

had reduced the distance between us by one foot.

I feared that all was up with me, and was trying

to think of an appropriate set of last words, when

Prince Jibski, noting my peril, fired one of the

yacht's cannon in our direction. Ordinarily this

would have been useless, for the yacht's cannon

was never loaded with anything but a blank charge,

but in this instance it was better than if it had been

loaded with ball and shot, for not only did the
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sound of the explosion attract the attention of the

shark and cause him to pause for a moment, but

also the wadding from the gun dropped directly

upon my back, so showing that Prince Jibski's aim

was not as good as it might have been. Had the

cannon been loaded with a ball or a shell, you can

very well understand how it would have happened

that yours truly would have been killed then and

there."

"We should have missed you," said Ananias

sweetly.
"
Thanks," said the Baron. " But to resume.

The shark's pause gave me the start I needed, and

the heat from the burning wadding right between

my shoulders caused me to redouble my efforts to

get away from the shark and it, so that I never

swam faster in my life, and was soon standing upon

the shore, jeering at my fearful pursuer, who,

strange to say, showed no inclination to stop the

chase now that I was, as I thought, safely out of

his reach. I didn't jeer very long I can tell you, for

in another minute I saw why the shark didn't stop

chasing me, and why Amphibian sharks are worse
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than any other kind. That shark had not only fi]

like all other sharks to swim with, but he had lit

wise three pairs of legs that he could use OR lai

quite as well as he could use the fins in the watf

And then began the prettiest chase you ever saw

your life. As he emerged from the water I grabb<

up my gun and ran. Hound and round the islai

we tore, I ahead, he thirty or forty yards behin

until I got to a place where I could stop runnii

and take a hasty shot at him. Then I aimed, ai

fired. My aim was good, but struck one of tl

huge creature's teeth, broke it off short, ai

bounded off to one side. This made him more ang:

than ever, and he redoubled his efforts to catch m

I redoubled mine, until I could get another shot

him. The second shot, like the first, struck tl

creature in the teeth, only this time it was mo

effective. The bullet hit his jaw lengthwise, ai

knocked every tooth on that side of his head do^

his throat. So it went. I ran. He pursued,

fired
;
he lost his teeth, until finally I had knock<

out every tooth he had, and then, of course,

wasn't afraid of him, and let him come up wii
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me. With his teeth he could have ground me to

atoms at one bite. Without them he was as

powerless as a bowl of currant jelly, and when he

opened his huge jaws, as he supposed to bite me
in two, he was the most surprised looking fish you

ever saw on land or sea to discover that the effect

his jaws had upon my safety was about as great as

had they been nothing but two feather bed mat-

tresses."

" You must have been badly frightened, though,"

said Ananias.
"
No," said the Baron. " I laughed in the poor

disappointed thing's face, and with a howl of de-

spair, he rushed back into the sea again. I made

the best time I could back to the yacht for fear he

might return with assistance."

"And didn't you ever see him again, Baron?"

asked Sapphira.
"
Yes, but only from the deck of the yacht as

we were weighing anchor," said Mr. Munchausen.

" I saw him and a dozen others like him doing pre-

cisely what I thought they would do, going ashore

to search me out so as to have a little cold Munch
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for dinner. I'm glad they were disappointed, aren't

you?
"

"
Yes, indeed," said Ananias and Sapphira, but

not warmly.

Ananias was silent for a moment, and then walk-

ing over to one of the bookcases, he returned in a

moment, bringing with him a huge atlas.

" Where are the Amphibian Islands, Mr. Mun-

chausen? " he said, opening the book. " Show them

to me on the map. I'd like to print the map with

my story."
"
Oh, I can't do that," said the Baron,

" because

they aren't on the map any more. When I got back

to Europe and told the map-makers about the dan-

gers to man on those islands, they said that the

interests of humanity demanded that they be lost.

So they took them out of all the geographies, and

all the cyclopaedias, and all the other books, so that

nobody ever again should be tempted to go there;

and there isn't a school-teacher or a sailor in the

world to-day who could tell you where they are."

"
But, you know, don't you?

"
persisted Ananias.

"Well, I did," said the Baron; "but, really I
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have had to remember so many other things that I

have forgotten that. All that I know is that they

were named from the fact that they were infested

by Amphibious animals, which are animals that

can live on land as well as on water."

" How strange !
" said Sapphira.

"
It's just too queer for anything," said Ananias,

" but on the whole I'm not surprised."

And the Baron said he was glad to hear it.
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XI

THE BARON AS A RUNNER

THE
Twins had been on the lookout for the

Baron for at least an hour, and still he did

not come, and the little Imps were beginning to feel

blue over the prospect of getting the usual Sunday
afternoon story. It was past four o'clock, and

for as long a time as they could remember the

Baron had never failed to arrive by three o'clock.

All sorts of dreadful possibilities came up before

their mind's eye. They pictured the Baron in acci-

dents of many sorts. They conjured up visions of

him lying wounded beneath the ruins of an apart-

ment house, or something else equally heavy that

might have fallen upon him on his way from his

rooms to the station, but that he was more than

wounded they did not believe, for they knew that

the Baron was not the sort of man to be killed by

anything killing under the sun.

" I wonder where he can be? " said Angelica,

uneasily to her brother, who was waiting with

equal anxiety for their common friend.
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"
Oh, he's all right !

" said Diavolo, with a con-

fidence he did not really feel.
" He'll turn up all

right, and even if he's two hours late he'll be here

on time according to his own watch. Just you

wait and see."

And they did wait and they did see. They waited

for ten minutes, when the Baron drove up, smiling

as ever, but apparently a little out of breath. I

should not dare to say that he was really out of

breath, but he certainly did seem to be so, for he

panted visibly, and for two or three minutes after

his arrival was quite unable to ask the Imps the

usual question as to their very good health.

Finally, however, the customary courtesies of the

greeting were exchanged, and the decks were

cleared for action.

"What kept you, Uncle Munch?" asked the

Twins, as they took up their usual position on the

Baron's knees.

" What what? "
replied the warrior. "

Kept roe?

Why, am I late? "

" Two hours," said the Twins. " Dad gave you

up and went out for a walk."
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"
Nonsense," said the Baron. " Fm never that

late."

Here he looked at his watch.
" Why I do seem to be behind time. There must

be something wrong with our time-pieces. I can't

be two hours late, you know."
"
Well, let's say you are on time, then," said the

Twins. " What kept you?
"

" A very funny accident on the railroad," said the

Baron lighting a cigar.
"
Queerest accident that

ever happened to me on the railroad, too. Our

engine ran away."

The Twins laughed as if they thought the Baron

was trying to fool them.

"
Keally," said the Baron. " I left town as usual

on the two o'clock train, which, as you know, comes

through in half an hour, without a stop. Every-

thing went along smoothly until we reached the

Vitriol Reservoir, when much to the surprise of

everybody the train came to a stand-still. I sup-

posed there was a cow on the track, and so kept

in my seat for three or four minutes as did every

one else. Finally the conductor came through and
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called to the brakeman at the end of our car to see

if his brakes were all right.

" ' It's the most unaccountable thing,' he said to

me. c Here's this train come to a dead stop and I

can't see why. There isn't a brake out of order on

any one of the cars, and there isn't any earthly rea-

son why we shouldn't go ahead.'

" l

Maybe somebody's upset a bottle of glue on

the track,' said I. I always like to chaff the conduc-

tor, you know, though as far as that is concerned,

I remember once when I was travelling on a South

American Railway our train was stopped by high-

waymen, who smeared the tracks with a peculiar

sort of gum. They'd spread it over three miles of

track, and after the train had gone lightly over two

miles of it the wheels stuck so fast ten engines

couldn't have moved it. That was a terrible affair."

" I don't think we ever heard of that, did we? "

asked Angelica.
" I don't remember it," said Diavolo.

"
Well, you would have remembered it, if you had

ever heard of it," said the Baron. " It was too

dreadful to be forgotten not for us, you know,
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but for the robbers. It was one of the Imperial

trains in Brazil, and if it hadn't been for me the

Emperor would have been carried off and held for

ransom. The train was brought to a stand-still by
this gluey stuff, as I have told you, and the despera-

does boarded the cars and proceeded to rifle us of

our possessions. The Emperor was in the car back

of mine, and the robbers made directly for him,

but fathoming their intention I followed close upon
their heels.

" ' You are our game,' said the chief robber, tap-

ping the Emperor on the shoulder, as he entered

the Imperial car.

" ' Hands off/ I cried throwing the ruffian to one

side.

" He scowled dreadfully at me, the Emperor
looked surprised, and another one of the robbers

requested to know who was I that I should speak

with so much authority.
< Who am I? > said I, with

a wink at the Emperor.
< Who am I? Who else

but Baron Munchausen of the Bodenwerder

National Guard, ex-friend of Napoleon of France,

intimate of the Mikado of Japan, and famed the
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world over as the deadliest shot in two hemi-

spheres/
" The desperadoes paled visibly as I spoke, and

after making due apologies for interfering with the

train, fled shrieking from the car. They had heard

of me before.

" ' I thank you, sir,' began the Emperor, as the

would-be assassins fled, but I cut him short. '

They
must not be allowed to escape/ I said, and with that

I started in pursuit of the desperate fellows, over-

took them, and glued them with the gum they had

prepared for our detention to the face of a precipice

that rose abruptly from the side of the railway,

one hundred and ten feet above the level. There I

left them. We melted the glue from the tracks

by means of our steam heating apparatus, and were

soon booming merrily on our way to Rio Janeiro

when I was fSted and dined continuously for weeks

by the people, though strange to say the Emperor's
behaviour toward me was very cool."

" And did the robbers ever get down?
" asked the

Twins.
"
Yes, but not in a way they liked," Mr. Mun-
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chausen replied.
" The sun came out, and after a

week or two melted the glue that held them to the

precipice, whereupon they fell to its base and were

shattered into pieces so small there wasn't an atom
of them to be found when a month later I passed

that way again on my return trip."
" And didn't the Emperor treat you well, Uncle

Munch? " asked the Imps.
" No as I told you he was very cool towards

me, and I couldn't understand it, then, but I do

now," said the Baron. " You see he was very much

in need of ready cash, the Emperor was, and as the

taxpayers were already growling about the ex-

penses of the Government he didn't dare raise the

money by means of a tax. So he arranged with the

desperadoes to stop the train, capture him, and

hold him for ransom. Then when the ransom came

along he was going to divide up with them. My
sudden appearance, coupled with my determination

to rescue him, spoiled his plan, you see, and so he

naturally wasn't very grateful. Poor fellow, I was

very sorry for it afterward, because he really was

an excellent ruler, and his plan of raising the
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money he needed wasn't a bit less honest than most

other ways rulers employ to obtain revenue for

State purposes."
"
Well, now, let's get back to the runaway en-

gine," said the Twins. " You can tell us more

about South America after you get through with

that. How did the engine come to run away?
"

" It was simple enough," said the Baron. " The

engineer, after starting the train came back into the

smoking car to get a light for his pipe, and while he

was there the coupling-pin between the engine and

the train broke, and off skipped the engine twice as

fast as it had been going before. The relief from the

weight of the train set its pace to a mile a minute

instead of a mile in two minutes, and there we were

at a dead stop in front of the Vitriol Station with

nothing to move us along. When the engineer saw

what had happened he fainted dead away, because

you know if a collision had occurred between the

runaway engine and the train ahead he would have

been held responsible."
" Couldn't the fireman stop the engine?

" asked

the Twins.
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" No. That is, it wouldn't be his place to do it,

and these railway fellows are queer about that

sort of thing," said the Baron. " The engineers

would go out upon a strike if the railroad were to

permit a stoker to manage the engine, and besides

that the stoker wouldn't undertake to do it at a

stoker's wages, so there wasn't any help to be

looked for there. The conductor happened to be

nearsighted, and so he didn't find out that the en-

gine was missing until he had wasted ten or twenty

minutes examining the brakes, by which time, of

course, the runaway was miles and miles up the

track. Then the engineer came to, and began to

wring his hands and moan in a way that was heart-

rending. The conductor, too, began to cry, and all

the brakemen left the train and took to the woods.

They weren't going to have any of the responsibility

for the accident placed on their shoulders. Whether

they will ever turn up again I don't know. But I

realised as soon as anybody else that something

had to be done, so I rushed into the telegraph office

and telegraphed to all the station masters between

the Vitriol Reservoir and Cimmeria to clear the
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track of all trains, freight, local, or express, OP

somebody would be hurt, and that I myself would

undertake to capture the runaway engine. This

they all promised to do, whereupon I bade good-

bye to my fellow-travellers, and set off up the track

myself at full speed. In a minute I strode past

Sulphur Springs, covering at least eight ties at a

stretch. In two minutes I thundered past Lava

Hurst, where I learned that the engine had twenty

miles start of me. I made a rapid calculation men-

tally I always was strong in mental arithmetic,

which showed that unless I was tripped up or got

side-tracked somewhere I might overtake the run-

away before it reached Noxmere. Redoubling my
efforts, my stride increased to twenty ties at a

jump, and I made the next five miles in two min-

utes. It sounds impossible, but really it isn't so.

It is hard to run as fast as that at the start, but

when you have got your start the impetus gathered

in the first mile's run sends you along faster in the

second, and so your speed increases by its own force

until finally you go like the wind. At Gasdale I

had gained two miles on the engine, at Sneakskill
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I was only fifteen miles behind, and upon my ar-

rival at Noxmere there was scarcely a mile between

me and the fugitive. Unfortunately a large crowd

had gathered at Noxmere to see me pass through,

and some small boy had brought a dog along with

him and the dog stood directly in my path. If I

ran over the dog it would kill him and might trip

me up. If I jumped with the impetus I had there

was no telling where I would land. It was a hard

point to decide either way, but I decided in favour

of the jump, simply to save the dog's life, for I love

animals. I landed three miles up the road and

ahead of the engine, though I didn't know that

until I had run ten miles farther on, leaving the

engine a hundred yards behind me at every stride.

It was at Miasmatica that I discovered my error

and then I tried to stop. It was almost in vain;

I dragged my feet over the ties, but could only slow

down to a three-minute gait. Then I tried to turn

around and slow up running backward; this

brought my speed down ten minutes to the mile,

which made it safe for me to run into a hay-stack

at the side of the railroad just this side of Cimmeria.
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The BARON as a RUNNER

Then, of course, I was all right. I could sit down

and wait for tjie engine, which came booming along

forty minutes later. As it approached I prepared

to board it, and in five minutes was in full control.

That made it easy enough for me to get back here

without further trouble. I simply reversed the

lever, and back we came faster than I can describe,

and just one hour and a half from the time of the

mishap the runaway engine was restored to its

deserted train and I reached your station here in

good order. I should have walked up, but for my
weariness after that exciting run, which as you see

left me very much out of breath, and which made it

necessary for me to hire that worn-out old hack

instead of walking up as is my wont. "

"
Yes, we see you are out of breath," said the

Twins, as the Baron paused.
" Would you like to

lie down and take a rest? "

" Above all things," said the Baron. "
I'll take

a nap here until your father returns," which he pro-

ceeded at once to do.

While he slept the two Imps gazed at him curi-

ously, Angelica, a little suspiciously.
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"
Bub," said she, in a whisper,

" do you think

that was a true story?
"

"
Well, I don't know," said Diavolo. " If any-

body else than Uncle Munch had told it, I wouldn't

have believed it. But he hates untruth. I know

because he told ine so."

" That's the way I feel about it," said Angelica.
" Of course, he can run as fast as that, because he

is very strong, but what I can't see is how an engine

ever could run away from its train."

" That's what stumps me," said Diavolo.
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XII

MR. MUNCHAUSEN MEETS HIS MATCH

(Reported by Henry W. Ananias for the Gehenna Gazette.)

WHEN
Mr. Munchausen, accompanied by An-

anias and Sapphira, after a long and

tedious journey from Cimmeria to the cool and

wooded heights of the Blue Sulphur Mountains,

entered the portals of the hotel where the greater

part of his summers are spent, the first person to

greet him was Beelzebub Sandboy, the curly-

headed Imp who acted as " Head Front " of the

Blue Sulphur Mountain House, his eyes a-twinkle

and hifc swift running feet as ever ready for a trip

to any part of the hostelry and back. Beelzy, as

the Imp was familiarly known, as the party en-

tered, was in the act of carrying a half-dozen pitch-

ers of iced-water upstairs to supply thirsty guests

with the one thing needful and best to quench that

thirst, and in his excitement at catching sight once

again of his ancient friend the Baron, managed to

drop two of the pitchers with a loud crash upon
the office floor. This, however, was not noticed by
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the powers that ruled. Beelzy was not perfect,

and as long as he smashed less than six pitchers a

day on an average the management was disposed

not to complain.
" There goes my friend Beelzy," said the Baron,

as the pitchers fell.
" I am delighted to see him. I

was afraid he would not be here this year since I

understand he has taken up the study of theology."
"
Theology?

" cried Ananias. " In Hades? "

" How foolish," said Sapphira.
" We don't need

preachers here."

" He'd make an excellent one," said Mr. Mun-

chausen. " He is a lad of wide experience and his

fish and bear stories are wonderful. If he can make

them gee, as he would put it, with his doctrines he

would prove a tremendous success. Thousands

would flock to hear him for his bear stories alone.

As for the foolishness of his choice, I think it is a

very wise one. Everybody can't be a stoker, you

know."

At any rate, whatever the reasons for Beelzebub's

presence, whether he had given up the study of

theology or not, there he was plying his old voca-
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tion with the same perfection of carelessness as of

yore, and apparently no farther along in the study

of theology than he was the year before when he

bade Mr. Munchausen "
good-bye forever " with

the statement that now that he was going to lead

a pious life the chances were he'd never meet his

friend again.
" I don't see why they keep such a careless boy as

that," said Sapphira, as Beelzy at the first landing

turned to grin at Mr. Munchausen, emptying the

contents of one of his pitchers into the lap of a

nervous old gentleman in the office below.

" He adds an element of excitement to a not

over-exciting place," explained Mr. Munchausen.
" On stormy days here the men make bets on what

fool thing Beelzy will do next. He blacked all the

russet shoes with stove polish one year, and last sea-

son in the rush of his daily labours he filled up the

water-cooler with soft coal instead of ice. He's a

great bell-boy, is my friend Beelzy."

A little while later when Mr. Munchausen and

his party had been shown to their suite, Beelzy

appeared in their drawing-room and was warmly
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greeted by Mr. Munchausen, who introduced him to

Mr. and Mrs. Ananias.
"
Well," said Mr. Munchausen,

"
you're here

again, are you?
"

"
No, indeed," said Beelzy.

" I ain't here this

year. I'm over at the Coal-Yards shovellin' snow.

I'm my twin brother that died three years before I

was born."

" How interesting," said Sapphira, looking at

the boy through her lorgnette.

Beelzy bowed in response to the compliment and

observed to the Baron :

" You ain't here yourself this season, be ye?
"

"
No," said Mr. Munchausen, drily.

" I've gone

abroad. You've given up theology I presume?
"

"
Sorter," said Beelzy.

" It was lonesome busi-

ness and I hadn't been at it more'n twenty minutes

when I realised that bein' a missionary ain't all

jam and buckwheats. It's kind o' dangerous too,

and as I didn't exactly relish the idea o' bein' et up

by Samoans an' Feejees I made up my mind to give

it up an' stick to bell-boyin' for another season any

how
;
but I'll see you later, Mr. Munchausen. I've
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got to hurry along with this iced-water. It's over-

due now, and we've got the kickinest lot o' folks

here this year you ever see. One man here the other

night got as mad as hookey because it took forty

minutes to soft bile an egg. Said two minutes was

all that was necessary to bile an egg softer'n mush,

not understanding anything about the science of

eggs in a country where hens feeds on pebbles."
" Pebbles? " cried Mr. Munchausen. "

What, do

they lay Boc's eggs?
"

Beelzy grinned.
"
No, sir they lay hen's eggs all right, but

they're as hard as Adam's aunt."

" I never heard of chickens eating pebbles,"

observed Sapphira with a frown. " Do they really

relish them?"
" I don't know, Ma'am," said Beelzy.

" I ain't

never been on speakin' terms with the hens, Ma'am,
and they never volunteered no information. They
eat 'em just the same. They've got to eat some-

thing and up here on these mountains there ain't

anything but gravel for 'em to eat. That's why
they do it. Then when it comes to the eggs, on a
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diet like that, cobblestones ain't in it with 'em for

hardness, and when you come to bile 'eni it takes

a week to get 'eni soft, an' a steam drill to get 'em

open an' this feller kicked at forty minutes ! Most

likely he's swearin' around upstairs now because

this iced-water ain't came; and it ain't more than

two hours since he ordered it neither."

" What an unreasonable gentleman," said Sap-

phira.
" Ain't he though !

" said Beelzy.
" And he ain't

over liberal neither. He's been here two weeks now

and all the money I've got out of him was a five-

dollar bill I found on his bureau yesterday morn-

ing. There's more money in theology than there is

in him."

With this Beelzebub grabbed up the pitcher of

water, and bounded out of the room like a fright-

ened fawn. He disappeared into the dark of the

corridor, and a few moments later was evidently

tumbling head over heels up stairs, if the sounds

that greeted the ears of the party in the drawing-

room meant anything.

The next morning when there was more leisure
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for Beelzy the Baron inquired as to tiie state of his

health.

" Oh it's been pretty good," said he. "
Pretty

good. Fm all right now, barrin' a little gout in my
right foot, and ice-water on my knee, an' a crick in

my back, an' a tired feelin' all over me generally.

Ain't had much to complain about. Had the mea-

sles in December, and the mumps in February ;
an'

along about the middle o' May the whoopin' cough

got a holt of me
;
but as it saved my life I oughtn't

to kick about that."

Here Beelzy looked gratefully at an invisible

something doubtless the recollection in the thin

air of his departed case of whooping cough, for hav-

ing rescued him from an untimely grave.
" That is rather curious, isn't it? "

queried Sap-

phira, gazing intently into the boy's eyes.
" I don't

exactly understand how the whooping copgh could

save anybody's life, do you, Mr. Munchausen? "

"
Beelzy, this lady would have you explain the

situation, and I must confess that I am myself

somewhat curious to learn the details of this won-

derful rescue," said Mr. Munchausen.
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"
Well, I must say," said Beelzy, with a pleased

smile at the very great consequence of his exploit in

the lady's eyes,
"
if I was a-goin' to start out to save

people's lives generally I wouldn't have thought

a case o' whoopin' cough would be of much use

savin' a man from drownin', and I'm sure if a fel-

ler fell out of a balloon it wouldn't help him much if

he had ninety dozen cases o' whoopin' cough con-

cealed on his person; but for just so long as I'm

the feller that has to come up here every June, an'

shoo the bears out o' the hotel, I ain't never goin'

to be without a spell of whoopin' cough along about

that time if I can help it. I wouldn't have been

here now if it hadn't been for it."

" You referred just now," said Sapphira,
" to

shooing bears out of the hotel. May I inquire what

useful function in the manage of a hotel a bear-

shooer performs?
"

" What useful what? " asked Beelzy.
" Function duty what does the duty of a bear-

shooer consist in?" explained Mr. Munchausen.
" Is he a blacksmith who shoes bears instead of

horses? "
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" He's a bear-chaser," explained Beelzy,

" and

I'm it," he added. "
That, Ma'am, is the function

of a bear-shoer in the menagerie of a hotel."

Sapphira having expressed herself as satisfied,

Beelzebub continued.

" You see this here house is shut up all winter,

and when everybody's gone and left it empty the

bears come down out of the mountains and use it

instead of a cave. It's more cosier and less

windier than their dens. So when the last guest

has gone, and all the doors are locked, and the band

gone into winter quarters, down come the bears

and take possession. They generally climb through

some open window somewhere. They divide up all

the best rooms accordin' to their position in bear

society and settle down to a regular hotel life

among themselves."

" But what do they feed upon?
" asked Sap-

phira.
" Oh they'll eat anything when they're hungry,"

said Beelzy.
" Sofa cushions, parlor rugs, hotel

registers anything they can fasten their teeth to.

Last year they came in through the cupola, bur-
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rowin' down through the snow to get at it, and there

they stayed enjoyin' life out o' reach o' the wind

and storm, snug's bugs in rugs. Year before last

there must ha' been a hundred of 'em in the hotel

when I got here, but one by one I got rid of 'em.

Some I smoked out with some cigars Mr. Mun-

chausen gave me the summer before; some I

deceived out, gettin' 'em to chase me through the

winders, an' then doublin' back on my tracks an'

lockin' 'em out. It was mighty wearin' work.
" Last June there was twice as many. By actual

tab I shooed two hundred and eight bears and a

panther off into the mountains. When the last one

as I thought disappeared into the woods I searched

the house from top to bottom to see if there was

any more to be got rid of. Every blessed one of

the five hundred rooms I went through, and not a

bear was left that I could see. I can tell you, I

was glad, because there was a partickerly ugly run

of 'em this year, an' they gave me a pile o' trouble.

They hadn't found much to eat in the hotel, an'

they was disappointed and cross. As a matter of
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fact, the only things they found in the place they

could eat was a piano stool and an old hair trunk

full o' paper-covered novels, which don't make a

very hearty meal for two hundred and eight bears

and a panther."
" I should say not," said Sapphira,

"
particu-

larly if the novels were as light as most of them are

nowadays."
" I can't say as to that," said Beelzy.

" I ain't

got time to read 'em and so I ain't any judge. But

all this time I was sufferin' like hookey with awful

spasms of whoopin' cough. I whooped so hard

once it smashed one o' the best echoes in the place

all to flinders, an' of course that made the work

twice as harder. So, naturally, when I found there

warn't another bear left in the hotel, I just threw

myself down anywhere, and slept. My! how I

slept. I don't suppose anything ever slept sound-

er'n I did. And then it happened."

Beelzy gave his trousers a hitch and let his voice

drop to a stage whisper that lent a wondrous

impressiveness to his narration.
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" As I was a-layin' there unconscious, dreamin'

of home and father, a great big black hungry bruin

weighin' six hundred and forty-three pounds, that

had been hidin' in the bread oven in the bakery,

where I hadn't thought of lookin' for him, came

saunterin' along, hummin' a little tune all by him-

self, and lickin' his chops with delight at the idee

of havin' me raw for his dinner. I lay on uncon-

scious of my danger, until he got right up close, an'

then I waked up, an' openin' my eyes saw this great

bla,ck savage thing gloatin' over me an' tears of

joy runnin' out of his mouth as he thought of the

choice meal he was about to have. He was sniffin'

my bang when I first caught sight of him."

"
Mercy !

" cried Sapphira,
" I should think

you'd have died of fright."
" I did," said Beelzy, politely,

" but I came to life

again in a minute. ' Oh Lor !
'

says I, as I see how

hungry he was. < This here's the end o' me ;

' at

which the bear looked me straight in the eye, licked

his chops again, and was about to take a nibble off

my right ear when * Whoop !
' I had a spasm of
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whoopin'. Well, Ma'am, I guess you know what

that means. There ain't nothin' more uncanny,

more terrifyin' in the whole run o' human noises,

barrm' a German Opery, than the whoop o' the

whoopin' cough. At the first whoop Mr. Bear

jumped ten feet and fell over backwards onto the

floor; at the second he scrambled to his feet and

put for the door, but stopped and looked around

hopin' he was mistaken, when I whooped a third

time. The third did the business. That third

whoop would have scared Indians. It was awful.

It was like a tornado blowin' through a fog-horn

with a megaphone in front of it. When he heard

that, Mr. Bear turned on all four of his heels and

started on a scoot up into the woods that must have

carried him ten miles before I quit coughin'.
" An' that's why, Ma'am, I say that when you've

got to shoo bears for a livin', an attack o' whoopin'

cough is a useful thing to have around."

Saying which, Beelzy departed to find Number

433's left boot which he had left at Number 334's

door by some odd mistake.
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" What do you think of that, Mr. Munchausen? "

asked Sapphira, as Beelzy left the room.
" I don't know," said Mr. Munchausen, with a

sigh.
" I'm inclined to think that I am a trifle

envious of him. The rest of us are not in his

class."
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WRIGGLETTO

IT
was in the afternoon of a beautiful summer

day, and Mr. Munchausen had come up from

the simmering city of Cimmeria to spend a day or

two with Diavolo and Angelica and their venerable

parents. They had all had dinner, and were now

out on the back piazza overlooking the magnificent

river Styx, which flowed from the mountains to the

sea, condescending on its way thither to look in

upon countless insignificant towns which had

grown up on its banks, among which was the one in

which Diavolo and Angelica had been born and

lived all their lives. Mr. Munchausen was lying

comfortably in a hammock, collecting his thoughts.

Angelica was somewhat depressed, but Diavolo

was jubilant and all because in the course of a walk

they had had that morning Diavolo had killed a

snake.

" It was fine sport," said Diavolo. " He was

lying there in the sun, and I took a stick and put

him out of his misery in two minutes."
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Here Diavolo illustrated the process by whack-

ing the Baron over his waist-coat with a small

malacca stick he carried.

"
Well, I didn't like it," said Angelica.

" I don't

care for snakes, but somehow or other it seems to

me we'd ought to have left him alone. He wasn't

hurting anybody off there. If he'd come walking

on our place, that would have been one thing, but

we went walking where he was, and he had as much

right to take a sun-bath there as we had."

" That's true enough," put in Mr. Munchausen,

resolved after Diavolo's whack, to side against him.

"You've just about hit it, Angelica. It wasn't

polite of you in the first platce, to disturb his snake-

ship in his nap, and having done so, I can't see why
Diavolo wanted to kill him."

"
Oh, pshaw !

" said Diavolo, airily.
" What's

snakes good for except to kill? I'll kill 'em every

chance I get. They aren't any good."
" All right," said Mr. Munchausen, quietly.

" I

suppose you know all about it
;
but I know a thing

or two about snakes myself that do not exactly

agree with what you say. They are some good
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sometimes, and, as a matter of fact, as a general

rule, they are less apt to attack you without rea-

son than you are to attack them. A snake is

rather inclined to mind its own business unless he

finds it necessary to do otherwise. Occasionally

too you'll find a snake with a truly amiable charac-

ter. I'll never forget my old pet Wriggletto, for

instance, and as long as I remember him I can't

help having a warm corner for snakes in my heart."

Here Mr. Munchausen paused and puffed

thoughtfully on his cigar as a far-away half-affec-

tionate look came into his eye.

"Who was Wriggletto?" asked Diavolo, trans-

ferring a half dollar from Mr. Munchausen's pocket

to his own.
" Who was he? " cried Mr. Munchausen. " You

don't mean to say that I have never told you about

Wriggletto, my pet boa-constrictor, do you?
"

" You never told me," said Angelica.
" But I'm

not everybody. Maybe you've told some other little

Imps."
"
No, indeed !

" said Mr. Munchausen. " You
two are the only little Imps I tell stories to, and as
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far as I am concerned, while I admit you are not

everybody you are somebody and that's more than

everybody is. Wriggletto was a boa-constrictor I

once knew in South America, and he was without

exception, the most remarkable bit of a serpent I

ever met. Genial, kind, intelligent, grateful and

useful, and, after I'd had him a year or two, wonder-

fully well educated. He could write with himself as

well as you or I can with a pen. There's a recommen-

dation for you. Few men are all that and few

boa-constrictors either, as far as that goes. I admit

Wriggletto was an exception to the general run of

serpents, but he was all that I claim for him, never-

theless."

" What kind of a snake did you say he was? "

asked Diavolo.

" A boa-constrictor," said Mr. Munchausen,
" and I knew him from his childhood. I first

encountered Wriggletto about ten miles out of

Para on the river Amazon. He was being swal-

lowed by a larger boa-constrictor, and I saved his

life by catching hold of his tail and pulling him

out just as the other was getting ready to give the
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last gulp which would have taken Wriggletto in

completely, and placed him beyond all hope of ever

being saved."

" What was the other boa doing while you were

saving Wriggletto?" asked Diavolo, who was fond

always of hearing both sides to every question, and

whose father, therefore, hoped he might some day

grow up to be a great judge, or at least serve with

distinction upon a jury.
" He couldn't do anything," returned Mr. Mun-

chausen. " He was powerless as long as Wrig-

gletto's head stuck in his throat and just before I

got the smaller snake extracted I killed the other

one by cutting off his tail behind his ears. It was

not a very dangerous rescue on my part as long as

Wriggletto was likely to be grateful. I must con-

fess for a minute I was afraid he might not com-

prehend all I had done for him, and it was just pos-

sible he might attack me, but the hug he gave me
when he found himself free once more was reas-

suring. He wound himself gracefully around my
body, squeezed me gently and then slid off into the

road again, as much as to say
' Thank you, sir.
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you're a brick.' After that there was nothing Wrig-

gletto would not do for me. He followed me every-

where I went from that time on. He seemed to

learn all in an instant that there were hundreds of

little things to be done about the house of an old

bachelor like myself which a willing serpent could

do, and he made it his business to do those things :

like picking up my collars from the floor, and find-

ing my studs for me when they rolled under the

bureau, and a thousand and one other little serv-

ices of a like nature, and when you, Master Diav-

olo, try in future to say that snakes are only good

to kill and are of no use to any one, you must at

least make an exception in favour of Wriggletto."
" I will," said Diavolo,

" But you haven't told us

of the other useful things he did for you yet."
" I was about to do so," said Mr. Munchausen.

" In the first place, before he learned how to do lit-

tle things about the house for me, Wriggletto acted

as a watch-dog and you may be sure that nobody

ever ventured to prowl around my house at night

while Wriggletto slept out on the lawn. Para was

quite full of conscienceless fellows, too, at that
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time, any one of whom would have been glad to

have a chance to relieve me of my belongings if they

could get by my watch-snake. Two of them tried

it one dark stormy night, and Wriggletto when he

discovered them climbing in at my window, crawled

up behind them and winding his tail about them

crept down to the banks of the Amazon, dragging

them after him. There he tossed them into the

river, and came back to his post once more."

" Did you see him do it, Uncle Munch? " asked

Angelica.

"No, I did not I learned of it afterwards.

Wriggletto himself said never a word. He was too

modest for that," said Mr. Munchausen. " One of

the robbers wrote a letter to the Para newspapers

about it, complaining that any one should be

allowed to keep a reptile like that around, and sug-

gested that anyhow people using snakes in place of

dogs should be compelled to license them, and put

up a sign at their gates:

BEWARE OF THE SNAKE!
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" The man never acknowledged, of course, that

he was the robber, said that he was calling on

business when the thing happened, but he didn't

say what his business was, but I knew better, and

later on the other robber and he fell out, and they

confessed that the business they had come on was

to take away a few thousand gold coins of the

realm which I was known to have in the house

locked in a steel chest.

" I bought Wriggletto a handsome silver collar

after that, and it was generally understood that he

was the guardian of my place, and robbers both-

ered me no more. Then he was finer than a cat for

rats. On very hot days he would go off into the

cellar, where it was cool, and lie there with his

mouth wide open and his eyes shut, and catch rats

by the dozens. They'd run around in the dark, and

the first thing they'd know they'd stumble into

Wriggletto's mouth; and he swallowed them and

licked his chops afterwards, just as you or I do

when we've swallowed a fine luscious oyster or a

clam.

" But pleasantest of all the things Wriggletto
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did for me and he was untiring in his attentions in

that way was keeping me cool on hot summer

nights. Para as you may have heard is a pretty

hot place at best, lying in a tropical region as it

does, but sometimes it is awful for a man used to

the Northern climate, as I was. The act of fanning

one's self, so far from cooling one off, makes one

hotter than ever. Maybe you remember how it was

with the elephant in the poem :

" ' Oh my, oh dear!
'

the elephant said,

'It is so awful hot I

I've fanned myself for seventy weeks,

And haven't cooled a jot.'

" And that was the way it was with me in Para

on hot nights. I'd fan and fan and fan, but I

couldn't get cool until Wriggletto became a mem-

ber of my family, and then I was all right. He

used to wind his tail about a huge palm-leaf fan

I had cut in the forest, so large that I couldn't pos-

sibly handle it myself, and he'd wave it to and fro

by the hour, with the result that my house was

always the breeziest place in Pai-a."
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" Where is Wriggletto now? " asked Diavolo.

"
Heigho !

"
sighed Mr. Munchausen. " He died

poor fellow, and all because of that silver collar 1

gave him. He tried to swallow a jibola thai

entered my house one night on wickedness intent

and while Wriggletto's throat was large enougl

when he stretched it to take down three jibolas,

with a collar on which wouldn't stretch he couldn'1

swallow one. He didn't know that, unfortunately,

and he kept on trying until the jibola got a quar

ter way down and then he stuck. Each swallow, oi

course, made the collar fit more tightly and finally

poor Wriggletto choked himself to death. I

felt so badly about it that I left Para within a

month, but meanwhile I had a suit of clothes made

out of Wriggletto's skin, and wore it for years, and

then, when the clothes began to look worn, I had

the skin re-tanned and made over into shoes and

slippers. So you see that even after death he was

useful to me. He was a faithful snake, and that is

why when I hear people running down all snakes I

tell the story of Wriggletto.'
7
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There was a pause for a few moments, when

Diavolo said,
" Uncle Munch, is that a true story

you've been giving us? "

"True?" cried Mr. Munchausen. "True?

Why, my dear boy, what a question ! If you don't

believe it, bring me your atlas, and I'll show you

just where Para is."

Diavolo did as he was told, and sure enough, Mr.

Munchausen did exactly as he said he would, which

Diavolo thought was very remarkable, but he still

was not satisfied.

" You said he could write as well with himself as

you or I could with a pen, Uncle Munch," he said.

" How was that? "

"Why that was simple enough," explained Mr.

Munchausen. " You see he was very black, and

thirty-nine feet long and remarkably supple and

slender. After a year of hard study he learned to

bunch himself into letters, and if he wanted to say

anything to me he'd simply form himself into a

written sentence. Indeed his favourite attitude

when in repose showed his wonderful gift in chirog-
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raphy as well as his affection for me. If you will

get me a card I will prove it."

Diavolo brought Mr. Munchausen the card and

upon it he drew the following :

"There," said Mr. Munchausen. "That's the

way Wriggletto always used to lie when he was at

rest His love for me was very affecting."
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THE POETIC JUNE-BUG, TOGETHER WITH SOME RE-

MARKS ON THE GILLYHOOLY BIRD

66 j TNCLE MUNCH," said Diavolo one after-

\^_J noon as a couple of bicyclers sped past

the house at breakneck speed,
" which would you

rather have, a bicycle or a horse? "

"
Well, I must say, my boy, that is a difficult

question to answer," Mr. Munchausen replied

after scratching his head dubiously for a few min-

utes. " You might as well ask a man which he

prefers, a hammock or a steam-yacht. To that

question I should reply that if I wanted to sell

it, Fd rather have a steam-yacht, but for a pleasant

swing on a cool piazza, in midsummer or under the

apple-trees, a hammock would be far preferable.

Steam-yachts are not much good to swing in under

an apple tree, and very few piazzas that I know

of are big enough
"

"
Oh, now, you know what I mean, Uncle

Munch," Diavolo retorted, tapping Mr. Munchau-
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sen upon the end of his nose, for a twinkle in Mr.

Munchausen's eye seemed to indicate that he was in

one of his chaffing moods, and a greater tease than

Mr. Munchausen when he felt that way no one

has ever known. " I mean for horse-back riding,

which would you rather have? "

"
Ah, that's another matter," returned Mr. Mun-

chausen, calmly.
" Now I know how to answer

your question. For horse-back riding I certainly

prefer a horse; though, on the other hand, for

bicycling, bicycles are better than horses. Horses

make very poor bicycles, due no doubt to the fact

that they have no wheels."

Diavolo began to grow desperate.
" Of course," Mr. Munchausen went on,

"
all I

have to say in this connection is based merely on

my ideas, and not upon any personal experience.

I've been horse-back riding on horses, and bicycling

on bicycles, but I never went horse-back riding on

a bicycle, or bicycling on horseback. I should

think it might be exciting to go bicycling on horse-

back, but very dangerous. It is hard enough for

me to keep a bicycle from toppling over when I'm
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riding on a hard, straight, level well-paved road,

without experimenting with my wheel on a horse's

back. However if you wish to try it some day and

will get me a horse with a back as big as Trafalgar

Square I'm willing to make the effort."

Angelica giggled. It was lots of fun for her

when Mr. Munchausen teased Diavolo, though she

didn't like it quite so much when it was her turn

to be treated that way. Diavolo wanted to laugh

too, but he had too much dignity for that, and to

conceal his desire to grin from Mr. Munchausen

he began to hunt about for an old newspaper, or a

lump of coal or something else he could make a

ball of to throw at him.

" Which would you rather do, Angelica," Mr.

Munchausen resumed,
"
go to sea in a balloon or

attend a dumb-crambo party in a chicken-coop?"
" I guess I would," laughed Angelica.
" That's a good answer," Mr. Munchausen put

in.
" It is quite as intelligent as the one which

is attributed to the Gillyhooly bird. When the

Gillyhooly bird was asked his opinion of giraffes,

he scratched his head for a minute and said,
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' ' The question hath but little wit

That you have put to me,
But I will try to answer it

With prompt candidity.

The automobile is a thing
That's pleasing to the mind ;

And in a lustrous diamond ring

Some merit I can find.

Some persons gloat o'er French Chateaux ;

Some dote on lemon ice ;

While others gorge on mixed gateaux,
Yet have no use for mice.

I'm very fond of oyster-stew,

I love a patent-leather boot,

But after all, 'twixt me and you,
The fish-ball is my favourite fruit/

"

"Hoh" jeered Diavolo, who, attracted by the

allusion to a kind of bird of which he had never

heard before, had given up the quest for a paper

ball and returned to Mr. Munchausen's side,
" I

don't think that was a very intelligent answer.

It didn't answer the question at all."

" That's true, and that is why it was intelli-

gent," said Mr. Munchausen. " It was noncom-

mittal. Some day when you are older and know

less than you do now, you will realise, my dear
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Diavolo, how valuable a thing is the reply that

answereth not."

Mr. Munchausen paused long enough to let the

lesson sink in and then he resumed.
" The Gillyhooly bird is a perfect owl for wis-

dom of that sort," he said. " It never lets anybody

know what it thinks
; it never makes promises, and

rarely speaks except to mystify people. It prob-

ably has just as decided an opinion concerning

giraffes as you or I have, but it never lets any-

body into the secret."

"What is a Gillyhooly bird, anyhow?" asked

Diavolo.

" He's a bird that never sings for fear of strain-

ing his voice; never flies for fear of wearying his

wings; never eats for fear of spoiling his diges-

tion; never stands up for fear of bandying his

legs and never lies down for fear of injuring his

spine," said Mr. Munchausen. " He has no feath-

ers, because, as he says, if he had, people would

pull them out to trim hats with, which would be

painful, and he never goes into debt because, as

he observes himself, he has no hope of paying the
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bill with which nature has endowed him, so why
run up ethers? "

" I shouldn't think he'd live long if he doesn't

eat? "
suggested Angelica.

" That's the great trouble," said Mr. Munchau-

sen. " He doesn't live long. Nothing so ineffably

wise as the Gillyhooly bird ever does live long. I

don't believe a Gillyhooly bird ever lived more

than a day, and that, connected with the fact that

he is very ugly and keeps himself out of sight, is

possibly wr

hy no one has ever seen one. He is

known only by hearsay, and as a matter of fact,

besides ourselves, I doubt if any one has ever heard

of him."

Diavolo eyed Mr. Munchausen narrowly.
"
Speaking of Gillyhooly birds, however, and to

be serious for a moment," Mr. Munchamsen con-

tinued flinching nervously under Diavolo's un-

yielding gaze ;

" I never told you about the poetic

June-bug that worked the typewriter, did I ?
"

" Never heard of such a thing," cried Diavolo.

" The idea of a June-bug working a typewriter."
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" I don't believe it," said Angelica,

" he hasn't

got any fingers."
" That shows all you know about it," retorted

Mr. Munchausen. " You think because you are

half-way right you are all right. However, if you

don't want to hear the story of the June-bug that

worked the type-writer, I won't tell it My tongue

is tired, anyhow."
" Please go on," said Diavolo. " I want to hear

it"

" So do I," said Angelica.
" There are lots of

stories I don't believe that I like to hear ' Jack

the Giant-killer
' and '

Cinderella,' for instance."

"
Very well," said Mr. Munchausen. "

I'll tell

it, and you can believe it or not, as you please. It

was only two summers ago that the thing hap-

pened, and I think it was very curious. As you

may know, I often have a great lot of writing to

do and sometimes I get very tired holding a pen

in my hand. When you get old enough to write

real long letters you'll know what I mean. Your

writing hand will get so tired that sometimes you'll
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wish some wizard would come along smart enough
to invent a machine by means of which everything

you think can be transferred to paper as you think

it, without the necessity of writing. But as yet

the only relief to the man whose hand is worn out

by the amount of writing he has to do is the use of

the type-writer, which is hard only on the fingers.

So to help me in my work two summers ago I

bought a type-writing machine, and put it in the

great bay-window of my room at the hotel where

I was stopping. It was a magnificent hotel, but

it had one drawback it was infested with June-

bugs. Most summer hotels are afflicted with mos-

quitoes, but this one had June-bugs instead, and

all night long they'd buzz and butt their heads

against the walls until the guests went almost

crazy with the noise.

" At first I did not mind it very much. It was

ajnusing to watch them, and my friends and I

used to play a sort of game of chance with them

that entertained us hugely. We marked the walls

off in squares which we numbered and then made

little wagers as to which of the squares a spe-
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dally selected June-bug would whack next. To

simplify the game we caught the chosen June-bug

and put some powdered charcoal on his head, so

that when he butted up against the white wall he

would leave a black mark in the space he hit. It

was really one of the most exciting games of that

particular kind that I ever played, and many a

rainy day was made pleasant by this diversion.

" But after awhile like everything else June-bug

Roulette as we called it began to pall and I grew

tired of it and wished there never had been such

a thing as a June-bug in the world. I did my best

to forget them, but it was impossible. Their buzz-

ing and butting continued uninterrupted, and

toward the end of the month they developed a par-

ticularly bad habit of butting the electric call but-

ton at the side of my bed. The consequence was

that at all hours of the night, hall-boys with iced-

water, and house-maids with bath towels, and

porters with kindling-wood would come knocking

at my door and routing me out of bed summoned

of course by none other than those horrible butting

insects. This particular nuisance became so un-
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endurable that I had to change my room for one

which had no electric bell in it.

" So things went, until June passed and July

appeared. The majority of the nuisances promptly

got out but one especially vigorous and athletic

member of the tribe remained. He became un-

bearable and finally one night I jumped out of bed

either to kill him or to drive him out of my apart-

ment forever, but he wouldn't go, and try as I

might I couldn't hit him hard enough to kill him.

In sheer desperation I took the cover of my type-

writing machine and tried to catch him in that.

Finally I succeeded, and, as I thought, shook the

heedless creature out of the window promptly

slamming the window shut so that he might not

return; and then putting the type-writer cover

back over the machine, I went to bed again, but

not to sleep as I had hoped. All night long every

second or two I'd hear the type-writer click. This

I attributed to nervousness on my part. As far

as I knew there wasn't anything to make the type-

writer click, and the fact that I heard it do so
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served only to convince me that I was tired and

imagined that I heard noises.

" The next morning, however, on opening the

machine I found that the June-bug had not only

not been shaken out of the window, but had actu-

ally spent the night inside of the cover, butting his

head against the keys, having no wall to butt with

it, and most singular of all was the fact that, con-

sciously or unconsciously, the insect had butted

out a verse which read :

" ' I'm glad I haven't any brains,

For there can be no doubt

I'd have to give up butting

If I had, or butt them out.'
"

"Mercy! Really?" cried Angelica.
" Well I can't prove it," said Mr. Munchausen,

"
by producing the June-bug, but I can show you

the hotel, I can tell you the number of the room;

I can show you the type-writing machine, and I

have recited the verse. If you're not satisfied with

that I'll have to stand your suspicions."
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" What became of the June-bug?

" demanded

Diavolo.

" He flew off as soon as I lifted the top of the

machine," said Mr. Munchausen. " He had all the

modesty of a true poet and did not wish to be

around while his poem was being read."

"
It's queer how you can't get rid of June-bugs,

isn't it, Uncle Munch," suggested Angelica.
"
Oh, we got rid of 'em next season all right,"

said Mr. Munchausen. " I invented a scheme that

kept them away all the following summer. I got

the landlord to hang calendars all over the house

with one full page for each month. Then in every

room we exposed the page for May and left it that

way all summer. When the June-bugs arrived

and saw these, they were fooled into believing that

June hadn't come yet, and off they flew to wait.

They are very inconsiderate of other people's com-

fort," Mr. Munchausen concluded,
" but they are

rigorously bound by an etiquette of their own. A
self-respecting June-bug would no more appear

until the June-bug season is regularly open than

a gentleman of high society would go to a five
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o'clock tea munching fresh-roasted peanuts. And

bj the way, that reminds me I happen to have a

bag of peanuts right here in my pocket."

Here Mr. Munchausen, transferring the luscious

goobers to Angelica, suddenly remembered that he

had something to say to the Imps' father, and hur-

riedly left them.

"Do you suppose that's true, Diavolo?" whis-

pered Angelica as their friend disappeared.
" Well it might happen," said Diavolo,

" but I've

a sort of notion that it's 'maginary like the Gilly-

hooly bird. Gimme a peanut."
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A LUCKY STROKE

44
1VT

R MUNCHAUSEN>" said Ananias, as he

-LTJLand the famous warrior drove off from

the first hole at the Missing Links, "you never

seem to weary of the game of golf. What is its

precise charm in your eyes, the health-giving

qualities of the game or its capacity for bad lies?
"

"
I owe my life to it," replied the Baron. " That

is to say to my precision as a player I owe one of

the many preservations of my existence which have

passed into history. Furthermore it is ever vary-

ing in its interest. Like life itself it is full of

hazards and no man knows at the beginning of his

stroke what will be the requirements of the next.

I never told you of the bovine lie I got once while

playing a match with Bonaparte, did I? "

" I do not recall it," said Ananias, foozling his

second stroke into the stone wall.

" I was playing with my friend Bonaparte, for

the Cosmopolitan Championship," said Munchau-

sen,
" and we were all even at the thirty-sixth hole.
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Bonaparte had sliced his ball into a stubble field

from the tee, whereat he was inclined to swear,

until by an odd mischance I drove mine into the

throat of a bull that was pasturing on the fair

green two hundred and ninety-eight yards distant.

' Shall we take it over? ' I asked. '

No/ laughed

Bonaparte, thinking he had me. l We must play

the game. I shall play my lie. You must play

yours.'
'

Very well/ said I.
' So be it. Golf is

golf, bull or no bull/ And off we went. It took

Bonaparte seven strokes to get on the green again,

which left me a like number to extricate my ball

from the throat of the unwelcome bovine. It was

a difficult business, but I made short work of it.

Tying my red silk handkerchief to the end of my
brassey I stepped in front of the great creature

and addressing an imaginary ball before him made

the usual swing back and through stroke. The

bull, angered by the fluttering red handkerchief,

reared up and made a dash at me. I ran in the

direction of the hole, the bull in pursuit for two

hundred yards. Here I hid behind a tree while Mr.

Bull stopped short and snorted again. Still there
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was no sign of the ball, and after my pursuer had

quieted a little I emerged from my hiding place

and with the same club and in the same manner

played three. The bull surprised at my temerity

threw his head back with an angry toss and tried to

bellow forth his wrath, as I had designed he should,

but the obstruction in his throat prevented him.

The ball had stuck in his pharynx. Nothing came

of his spasm but a short hacking cough and a

wheeze then silence.
'
I'll play four/ I cried to

Bonaparte, who stood watching me from a place of

safety on the other side of the stone wall. Again
I swung my red-flagged brassey in front of the

angry creature's face and what I had hoped for

followed. The second attempt at a bellow again

resulted in a hacking cough and a sneeze, and lo

the ball flew out of his throat and landed dead to

the hole. The caddies drove the bull away. Bona-

parte played eight, missed a putt for a nine, stymied

himself in a ten, holed out in twelve and I went

down in five."

" Jerusalem !
" cried Ananias. " What did Bona-

parte say?
"
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" He delivered a short, quick nervous address in

Corsican and retired to the club-house where he

spent the afternoon drowning his sorrows in Ab-

sinthe high-balls.
' Great hole that, Bonaparte/

said I when his geniality was about to return.

'Yes/ said he. 'A regular lu-lu, eh?' said I.

' More than that, Baron,' said he. ' It was a Wa-

terlooloo.' It was the first pun I ever heard the

Emperor make."
" We all have our weak moments," said Ananias

drily, playing nine from behind the wall. "
I give

the hole up," he added angrily.

" Let's play it out anyhow," said Munchausen,

playing three to the green.
" All right," Ananias agreed, taking a ten and

rimming the cup.

Munchausen took three to go down, scoring six

in all.

"Two up," said he, as Ananias putted out in

eleven.

" How the deuce do you make that out? This is

only the first hole," cried Ananias with some show

of heat.
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"You gave up a hole, didn't you?" demanded

Munchausen.
" Yes."

And I won a hole, didn't I? "

" You did but "

"Well that's two holes. Fore!" cried Mun-

chausen.

The two walked along in silence for a few min-

utes, and the Baron resumed.
"
Yes, golf is a splendid game and I love it,

though I don't think I'd ever let a good canvas-

back duck get cold while I was talking about it

When I have a canvasback duck before me I don't

think of anything else while it's there. But un-

questionably I'm fond of golf, and I have a very

good reason to be. It has done a great deal for me,

and as I have already told you, once it really saved

my life."

" Saved your life, eh? " said Ananias.
" That's what I said," returned Mr. Munchau-

sen,
" and so of course that is the way it was."

" I should admire to hear the details," said An-
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anias. " I presume you were going into a decline

and it restored your strength and vitality."

"No," said Mr. Munchausen, "it wasn't that

way at all. It saved my life when I was attacked

by a fierce and ravenously hungry lion. If I hadn't

known how to play golf it would have been fare-

well forever to Mr. Munchausen, and Mr. Lion

would have had a fine luncheon that day, at which

I should have been the turkey and cranberry sauce

and mince pie all rolled into one."

Ananias laughed.
" It's easy enough to laugh at my peril now,"

said Mr. Munchausen,
" but if you'd been with me

you wouldn't have laughed very much. On the

contrary, Ananias, you'd have ruined what little

voice you ever had screeching."
" I wasn't laughing at the danger you were in,"

said Ananias. " I don't see anything funny in

that. What I was laughing at was the idea of a

lion turning up on a golf course. They don't have

lions on any of the golf courses that I am familiar

with."
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" That may be, my dear Ananias," said Mr. Mun-

chausen,
" but it doesn't prove anything. What

you are familiar with has no especial bearing upon
the ordering of the Universe. They had lions by
the hundreds on the particular links I refer to. I

laid the links out myself and I fancy I know what

I am talking about. They were in the desert of

Sahara. And I tell you what it is," he added,

slapping his knee enthusiastically,
"
they were the

finest links I ever played on. There wasn't a hole

shorter than three miles and a quarter, which gives

you plenty of elbow room, and the fair green had

all the qualities of a first class billiard table, so

that your ball got a magnificent roll on it."

" What did you do for hazards? " asked Ananias.
" Oh we had 'em by the dozen," replied Mr. Mun-

chausen. " There weren't any ponds or stone

walls, of course, but there were plenty of others

that were quite as interesting. There was the

Sphynx for instance; and for bunkers the pyra-

mids can't be beaten. Then occasionally right in

the middle of a game a caravan ten or twelve miles

long, would begin to drag its interminable length
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across the middle of the course, and it takes mighty

nice work with the lofting iron to lift a ball over a

caravan without hitting a camel or killing an Arab,

I can tell you. Then finally I'm sure I don't know

of any more hazardous hazard for a golf player

or for anybody else for that matter than a real

hungry African lion out in search of breakfast,

especially when you meet him on the hole furthest

from home and have a stretch of three or four miles

between him and assistance with no revolver or

other weapon at hand. That's hazard enough for

me and it took the best work I could do with my
brassey to get around it."

" You always were strong at a brassey lie," said

Ananias.
" Thank you," said Mr. Munchausen. " There

are few lies I can't get around. But on this morn-

ing I was playing for the Mid-African Champion-

ship. I'd been getting along splendidly. My
record for fifteen holes was about seven hundred

and eighty-three strokes, and I was flattering my-

self that I was about to turn in the best card that

had ever been seen in a medal play contest in all
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Africa. My drive from the sixteenth tee was a

simple beauty. I thought the ball would never

stop, I hit it such a tremendous whack. It had a

flight of three hundred and eighty-two yards and a

roll of one hundred and twenty more, and when it

finally stopped it turned up in a mighty good lie

on a natural tee, which the wind had swirled up.

Calling to the monkey who acted as my caddy

we used monkeys for caddies always in Africa, and

they were a great success because they don't talk

and they use their tails as a sort of extra hand, I

got out my brassey for the second stroke, took my
stance on the hardened sand, swung my club back,

fixed my eye on the ball and was just about to carry

through, when I heard a sound which sent my heart

into my boots, my caddy galloping back to the club

house, and set my teeth chattering like a pair of

castanets. It was unmistakable, that sound. When

a hungry lion roars you know precisely what it is

the moment you hear it, especially if you have

heard it before. It doesn't sound a bit like the

miauing of a cat; nor is it suggestive of the rumble

of artillery in an adjacent street. There is no mis-
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taking it for distant thunder, as some writers would

have you believe. It has none of the gently mourn-

ful quality that characterises the soughing of the

wind through the leafless branches of the autumnal

forest, to which a poet might liken it; it is just a

plain lion-roaring and nothing else, and when you

hear it you know it. The man who mistakes it for

distant thunder might just as well be struck by

lightning there and then for all the chance he has

to get away from it ultimately. The poet who con-

founds it with the gentle soughing breeze never

lives to tell about it. He gets himself eaten up for

his foolishness. It doesn't require a Daniel come

to judgment to recognise a lion's roar on sight.

" I should have perished myself that morning if

I had not known on the instant just what were the

causes of the disturbance. My nerve did not de-

sert me, however, frightened as I was. I stopped

my play and looked out over the sand in the direc-

tion whence the roaring came, and there he stood

a perfect picture of majesty, and a giant among

lions, eyeing me critically as much as to say,
' Well

this is luck, here's breakfast fit for a king !
' but he
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reckoned without his host. I was in no mood to

be served up to stop his ravening appetite and I

made up my mind at once to stay and fight. I'm a

good runner, Ananias, but I cannot beat a lion

in a three mile sprint on a sandy soil, so fight it

was. The question was how. My caddy gone, the

only weapons I had with me were my brassey and

that one little gutta percha ball, but thanks to my
golf they were sufficient.

"
Carefully calculating the distance at which the

huge beast stood, I addressed the ball with unusual

care, aiming slightly to the left to overcome my
tendency to slice, and drove the ball straight

through the lion's heart as he poised himself on his

hind legs ready to spring upon me. It was a su-

perb stroke and not an instant too soon, for just as

the ball struck him he sprang forward, and even as

it was landed but two feet away from where I stood,

but, I am happy to say, dead.

" It was indeed a narrow escape, and it tried my
nerves to the full, but I extracted the ball and re-

sumed my play in a short while, adding the lucky,
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stroke to my score meanwhile. But I lost the

match, not because I lost my nerve, for this I did

not do, but because I lifted from the lion's heart.

The committee disqualified me because I did not

play from my lie and the cup went to my com-

petitor. However, I was satisfied to have escaped

with my life, I'd rather be a live runner-up than

a dead champion any day."
" A wonderful experience," said Ananias. " Per-

fectly wonderful. I never heard of a stroke to

equal that."

" You are too modest, Ananias," said Mr. Mun-

chausen drily.
" Too modest by half. You and

Sapphira hold the record for that, you know."
" I have forgotten the episode," said Ananias.
" Didn't you and she make your last hole on a

single stroke? " demanded Munchausen with an in-

ward chuckle.

" Oh yes," said Ananias grimly, as he recalled

the incident " But you know we didn't win any
more than you did."

"
Oh, didn't yon?

" asked Munchausen.
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"
No," replied Ananias. " You forget that Sap-

phira and I were two down at the finish."

And Mr. Munchausen played the rest of the game
in silence Ananias had at last got the best of him.
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The Prize on Sylvia's Head is $500.00

SYLVIA:
The STORY of an AMERICAN COUNTESS

By EVALYN EMERSON, with pictures of the heroine by
ALBERT D. BLASHFIELD, CARLE J. BLENNER, J. WELLS CHAMP-

NEY, HOWARD CHANDLER CHRISTY, LOUISE Cox, JOSEPH DE
CAMP, JOHN ELLIOTT, C. ALLAN GILBERT, ALBERT HERTER,
HENRY HUTT, ALICE BARBER STEPHENS, A. B. WENZELL.

I2mo, decorative, red cloth and gold. $1.50

A charming and clever love story, readable and interesting from
cover to cover, with a novel prize offer based upon the twelve

beautiful illustrations which appear in the book. Sylvia, the

heroine, lived abroad, and is described by one of her admirers as
" the most beautiful woman in Europe." Twelve artists, known
for their types of beautiful women, were invited each to make a

drawing expressing his idea of the charming heroine. Their pict-
ures are all reproduced as illustrations in the book. By a natural

suggestion, all persons who like a good story and admire beautiful

women are asked to give their opinion of the types represented.
Each reader is invited to choose from among the pictures the one

which, in his judgment, represents the most beautiful woman, and
to indicate the order in which he thinks all the others should rank.

The person whose choice comes nearest to the choice of the

majority will receive A PRIZE OF FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS. The voting is very simple. Each volume contains full

particulars, and a slip on which the reader is to register his

choice. It is a matter on which every one will naturally have an

opinion ;
and the prize of $500 is worth guessing for. Votes will

be received on this prize offer up to June I, 1902.

" A pretty love story with an unusual plot." Buffalo Commercial.

" Told with pleasing lightness of touch and with an easy sincerity." Commercial
A dvertiser,

"A fascinating, clean, well-written story." Portland Daily Advertiser,

" A typical modern love tale that sustains one's interest in a remarkable degree."
Cincinnati Times Star,

For sale by all booksellers, or sent, postpaid, by the publishers on receipt of price.

Small, Maynard & Company,



Edwin A. Abbey says
" It gives me much pleasure to testify to the ex-

cellence of the

Those that have been published reproducing my
own work I could not wish bettered."

(Highest Award Gold Medal, Paris Exposition.)

The genuine COPLEY PRINTS, everywhere recognized as the

best art reproductions made in America, may be obtained of

the leading art dealers throughout the world. The publishers,

however, fill orders direct, if desired, and are especially glad
to send to persons to whom the art stores are not readily

accessible. Appreciating the difficulty of selecting prints

without first seeing the subjects, the publishers also send

"on approval.'* Upon such orders within the United

States the publishers pay the mail or express one way; both

ways if prints are retained to the amount of $5.00.

To guard against inferior imitations, which are sometimes

offered for sale, purchasers are cautioned to make sure that

the genuine Copley Prints are shown them. The genuine

are published only by Curtis & Cameron, and each print

bears their initials in the following monogram (

Send 10 cents (stamps accepted) for profusely illustrated

catalogue.

CURTIS & CAMERON, Publishers, Boston.



BOOKS OF HUMOR.

BY FINLAY PETER DUNNE.

MR. DOOLEY : In Peace and in War.
"

Full of wit and humor and real philosophy which rank their possessor among those
humorists who have really made a genuine contribution to permanent literature."

(HARRY THURSTON PECK, in The Bookman.")
" We awoke in the morning to kneel at the shrine of Dooley, and to confess that here
was the man, here the very fellow, we had long been waiting for, here at last America's
new humorist." (MAX PKMBERTON, in The London Daily Mail.)

1 2mo, green cloth, decorative. $1.25

MR. DOOLEY ; In the Hearts of his Countrymen.
" The depression that could

prevail against the influence of
' Mr. Dooley's' ebullient

drollery, gay wisdom, and rich brogue would be profound indeed, and its victim would
be an altogether hopeless case." (The London World.}

"Mr. Dunne is a genuine humorist." (The London Times.)
" It is needless again to lay emphasis on the great merits of this laughing satirist and

philosopher. Our readers know already how we regard him. His new book shows no
falling off : his wit is as nimble as ever, his eye as quick to note incongruities, his satire

as well directed and as brilliant." (The Academy, London.)

I2mo, blue cloth, decorative, 7x4^ in. $1.25

BY OLIVER HERFORD.
AN ALPHABET OF CELEBRITIES.
With twenty-six illustrations by the Author, and with borders and
initial letters by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue.
" Mr. Herford, less considerate than Dr. Holmes, always dares to be as funny as he can,
and the wicked glee with which he groups persons incongruous and antipathetic and
shows them doing things impossible to them, and doing them at the most absurd times
and seasons and in places manifestly inaccessible to them, and makes pictures of them,
is a thing to shock the Gradgrinds and dismay the Cnadbands. Each letter of the

alphabet has its group and stanza, and the sober-minded reader turns each leaf in the full

conviction that jokes must be exhausted, but to him cherishing such visions come only-

laughter and another jest." (New York Times.)

Paper boards, decorative, 9! x 7^ in. $1.50

BY HOLMAN F. DAY.

UP IN HAINE. Stories of Yankee Life told in Verse.
A volume that has achieved instant success and won for its author a

high place in the expression of homely American life.

"
James Russell Lowell would have welcomed this delicious adjunct to The Biglow

Papers." (The Outlook.)
" So fresh, so vigorous, and so full of manly feeling that they sweep away all criticism."

(The Nation)

I2mo, cloth, decorative, six full-page illustrations. $1.00

For sale by all bookstores or sent postpaid by the publishers,

Small, Maynard & Company, Boston.



A Romance of the Iowa Wheat Fields,

THE ROAD TO RIDGEBY'S.
BY FRANK BURLINGAME HARRIS.

I2tno, cloth, decorative. $1.50
A simple but powerful story of farm life in the great West, which
cannot fail to make a lasting impression on every reader. In this

book Mr. Harris has done for the wheat fields what Mr. West-
cott has done for rural New York and Mr. Bacheller for the
North country. It is in no way imitative of David Harum or
Eben Holden; and, unlike each of these books, it is not in the por-

trayal of a single quaint character that its power consists. Mr.
Harris has taken for his story a typical Iowa farmer's family and
their neighbours ; and, although every one of the characters is real-

istically portrayed, the sense of proportion is never lost sight of,
and the result is a picture of real life, artistic in the highest sense,
as being true to nature. It is a wholesome story, full of the real

heroism of homely life, a book to nuke the reader better by
strengthening his belief in the truth of self-sacrifice and the sur-

vival of sturdy American character.

"One has but to read the book to realize what a loss was sustained in his
death. The morbidness of approaching death has not entered into the story
in any way. It is strong, healthy, normal. It appeals to the best emotions
in its kindly human interest, and mingles genial homely humor with its

pathos." St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

"
Contrasting it with the work of the others who have wrought in the Iowa

vineyard, one comes to the conclusion that The Road to Ridgeby't lies
nearest the truth, and is, consequently, the best art. I do not laud The
Road to Ridgeby's above Main Travelled Roads simply because it is a
pleasanter road. It is simply and unmistakably the truer, the more natural,
the nearer to the real life of the Iowa plains. That life has its shadows, but
it has its lights also. Mr. Harris gives us both." The Mirror (St. Louis).

"Praise it certainly deserves; for it has kindly and simply humor, honest but
not oppressive realism, and a genuine faculty for character realization."
The Outlook.

"His pictures of Western country life and people are wonderfully real in
every detail." Minneapolis Journal.

" One cannot read this book carefully without being caught by its charm,
its earnestness, and its truthfulness, and strongly held in its power. It is

unquestionably one of the best novels of the year and an addition to American
literature that will live." Town and Country.

"
Simple as the tale is, an idyl of love, and a story of sublime sacrifice, it nas

no uninteresting moment. From the time when the new arrival comes to the

community, and becomes beloved by its people by whipping the town bully
until old Ridgeby's struggles are ended and Sibley nnds her reward, one
is held as children are when they listen to some old fairy story." Chicago
Journal.

For sale by all booksellers, or sent, postpaid, by the publishers on receipt of price.

Small, Maynard & Company, &E
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The Most Charming Children's Book for Years

MOTHER GOOSE'S flENAGERIE
What Tim and Tilly saw there

BY CAROLYN WELLS.

With twelve full-page pictures in eight colors, and cover design

by PETER NEWELL. Small quarto, cloth, decorative. $1.50.

Miss Wells's fanciful humor has never been more happily expressed

than in these delightful rhymes about a little boy and girl who

suddenly find themselves transported to the gardens in which

certain dear old animal friends of everybody's childhood are dis-

covered to have taken up their abode. With great delight, which

will be shared by every young reader, they proceed to interview

Mother Hubbard's Dog, Red Riding-hood's Wolf, Mary's Lamb,
Miss Muffett's Spider, and the rest of the inmates. Mr. NewelPs

illustrations are beautifully reproduced in color, and harmonize

wonderfully well with the conceits of the verse.

CONTENTS.
I. Tim and Tilly.

II. Mother Hubbard's Dog.
III. Bo-peep's Sheep.
IV. Miss Muffett's Spider.

V. The Five Little Pigs.

VI. Red Riding-hood's Wolf.

VII. The Cow that jumped over the Moon.
VIII. The Four-and-twenty Blackbirds.

IX. The Three Blind Mice.

X. The Frog who would a-wooing Go.

XL The Three Bears.

XII. The Pussy-cat who visited the Queen.
XIII. The Mouse that ran up the Clock.

XIV. The Lion and the Unicorn.

XV. The Little Dog that laughed.

For sale by all booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by

NOYES, PLATT & COMPANY, Publishers, Boston



BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
The Arabella and Araminta Stories

BY GERTRUDE SMITH.
With an introduction in verse by Mary E. Wilkins and a cover design,
fifteen full-page illustrations, and end papers by Ethel Reed.

Price, $3.00.
" A book," says Mr. W. D. Howells in Harper's Weekly,

" which I should think might
be more surpassingly loved by the little ones than any book that was ever written for them."
" And as you go on you find out how really clever it all is. For Gertrude Smith has made
a thorough study of the ways, the manner, and the chirpings of two happy little girls. It

is to get at the utmost simplicity that the author has striven, and her success is won-
derful." New York Times.

THE MIDDLE FIVE:
Indian Boys at School.

BY FRANCIS LA FLESCHE.
With a frontispiece in color and a cover design by Angel de Cora.

Price, $1.25.
A fascinating story of Indian school days, told by an Indian, who has
won his way to success through just such experiences as are related in

this volume. It is, in fact, an Indian " Tom Brown at Rugby," of which
Rebecca Harding Davis says, "Any boy worthy of the name must de-

light in it."

The ROUND RABBIT
BY AGNES LEE.

Illustrated by O'Neill Latham and with decorative end papers by Ethel
Reed. Price,$I.2O net.

A new holiday edition of Mrs. Lee's delightful verses, greatly enlarged
both in format and by the addition of many new poems. Some of these

poems have already become classic for children, and the new poems will

be found fully equal in charm to the old favorites.

CHILD VERSE. Poems Grave and Gay
BY JOHN B. TABB.

With cover design, end papers, and title-page by Bertram Grosvenor
Goodhue. Price, $1.00.
Little poems full of fancy and sweetness, for grown people as well as

for children.
" There is nice work in Child Verse, by John B. Tabb. The poet makes the Pleiads

say that they are 'crickets chirping all the night on the floor of heaven,' and he has songs,

witty, and not too profound, upon the frost, the thistle-down, and much else that is homely
and familiar." Harper's Weekly.



A WHIST CALENDAR FOR 1902
BY MILDRED HOWELLS.

look
in theface

/Tbu5 make them lo/e of once

their Game a fid Hearts.
"T>

Reduced Outline Sketch of Design from February page of Calendar.

Copyright, 1901, by Noyes, Platt & Company.

On twelve cards, size n x 14 inches, printed in six colors and

gold. Boxed, price $1.50.

NO
more popular subject for a calendar could well be im-

agined, and Miss Howells has, with rare skill, combined

in its execution originality, beauty, and utility. This novelty

is, first of all, a practical calendar, large, clear, and distinct. It is

also perfect as a decoration, the illustrative pictures being quaintly

amusing, and printed in colors and gold with exquisite harmony
and richness. Each month, in addition to its picture, contains

a suitable verse or quotation and a whist rule. A charming
Christmas gift, and from its beauty attractive to every one,

whether a whist player or not.

For sale by booksellers and stationers, or sent postpaid on receipt of price by

NOYES, PLATT & COMPANY, Publishers, Boston



A Vitally Important Work on American Art

AMERICAN HURAL PAINTING

A Study of the Important Decorations by Distinguished Artists in

the United States.

BY PAULINE KING.

Octavo, cloth, gilt top, 125 illustrations. Net $3.00, postpaid $3i8

A book absolutely new in its field, which, it is believed, will prove
definitive as a present-day survey of perhaps the greatest move-

ment in American Art, in which many American painters have

achieved positive distinction. Beginning with the earliest work
that may properly be called Mural Decoration, the author covers

the whole ground of her subject, considering not only the cele-

brated decorations in great public buildings, but also the great
decorations of the Chicago World's Fair, and many of the deco-

rations in private houses that have heretofore not been generally
known to the public.

CONTENTS.
Introduction : The Art of Mural Painting.

I. The Beginnings of Mural Painting in the United States.

II. The Mural Paintings of William Morris Hunt.

III. Early Progress in the Art.

IV. The Columbian Exposition.

V. The Columbian Exposition. Conclusion.

VI. The Boston Public Library : Puvis de Chavannes-Abbey.
VII. The Boston Public Library : John S. Sargent.

VIII. The Influence of Art Organisations on Mural Painting.

IX. The Walker Art Building and the Mendelssohn Glee Club.

X. The Library of Congress.

XI. The Library of Congress. Conclusion.

XII. The Appellate Court House, New York.

XIII. Miscellaneous Work. 1892-1901.

For sale by all booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by

NOYES, PLATT & COMPANY, Publishers, Boston
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